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Morris to Be Host to New Student,s 
* * Branch Offices 
For Registration 
Open in Arena 
Most offices connected with 
registration procedures will 
have representatives located 
in Stu Arena this week to aid 
students. 
Following is a list of the 
offices and the days their 
representatives will be there: 
Admissions- - P er sonnel 
will be at the Arena all week 
to handle admission problems. 
However, stud~nts needing to 
be admitted or to complete 
the admission process will 
have to go to the Admissions 
Office, ~xcept reentry admis-
Sions, which will be processed 
a.t the Arena Wednesday. 
Advisement - - The Aca-
demiC Advisement Center will 
h", at thp. Arena all week. 
Vocational- Technical Insti-
tute advisement will be there 
Monday through Wednesday 
and thereafter at the VTI cam-
pus. Graduate advisement for 
some areas will be at the 
Arena on Wednesday. 
Bu r s ar - - Representatives 
will be at the Arena Monday 
through Wednesday to collect 
fees. 
Oata Processing--Author-
ization cards and class cards 
can be processed at the Arena. 
Deans--Offices will be rep-
resented on Wednesday to help 
students with special prob-
lems, such as closed classes. 
Sectioning Center - - Rep-
resentatives will be at tIJe 
Arena all week. 
Student Activities - - Soml -
one to help with ID photo-
graphs, Certificates of Regis-
~ration, Trip Permits and Li-
brary Cards will be at the 
Arena Monday through 
Wednesday. 
Gus Bode 
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~; ion is like what happens when 
l' he fall quarter opens at SIU. 
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. BOOkgD SOLID - Don Musso, a first term fresh- courses. In addition, he'U have to use hundreds 
man from Virden. Ill.. is booked solid for the of others for outside reading, research and per-
next four years. Here he is surrounded by some haps even just personal enjoyment. (Photo by 
of the baSic 95 textbooks he'll use in his Hal Stoelzle) 
Late Fee Starts Thursday 
SIU Tries Central Registration This Week; 
Arena Houses Services for Entire Process 
A central registration pro-
'~edure is being tried for the 
first time at Southern this 
week. With all offices con-
nected with registration being 
located in the Arena. 
The Stu Arena will be open 
from 8 a.m. until noon and 
from I to 5 p.m. except on 
Wednesday, when hours will 
be 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 6 
to 8 p. m.. and on Saturday 
from 8 a.m. until noon. Stu-
dents will enter the building 
on the upper level at the nor:h-
west entrance only. 
Following is the schedule: 
Tuesday, Sept. 22 
Night registration, 6 to 8 
p.m.. for night and Saturday 
students and for graduate stu-
dents. 
After Sept. 23 all activities 
excep£ the Academic AdVise-
ment Center and the Section-
ing Center will be located 
in their regular offices, and 
after Sept. 26 all services will 
be in their regular offices. 
TIIursday, Sept. 24 
Late registration, $2 fee; 
all students. 
Valid program changes may 
be processed. 
Friday, Sept. 25 
Late registration. $3 fee. 
No program changes. 
Saturday, Sept. 26 
Late registration. $4 fee, 
excep£ for Saturday or night 
registration. 
No program changes except 
for off-campus and part-time 
students. 
Monday, Sept. 28 
Late registration. $4 fee. 
(Continued on Page 3) 
S:tyle 'S'hb~'~1dso 
Set for Tonight 
Some 3,SUO freshmen topped 
with green be'lnies continue 
today following the footsteps 
of their white-beanied upper-
class leaders, in an attempt 
to prepare for and adjust to 
life on the college campus. 
Today is the last of thr~ 
days of meetings and process-
ing which began for the new 
students Sunday. New Student 
Week will close with the an-
nual Freshman T alent Show 
at 7:30 p.m. Friday in Shryock 
Auditorium. 
Highlighting today's activi-
ties are the annual Water-
melon Feast and Style Show. 
President and Mrs. Delyte 
W. Morris will host students 
at the watermelon feast on the 
president's lawn at 6:30 to-
night. 
Freshmen will get a look 
at what to wear and what not 
to wear on campul" at a style 
show, to follow the watermelon 
feast at 8 p.m. in Shryock. 
Tonight's activities also in-
clude a demonstration lecture 
to be presented at 7:30 in 
Browne Auditorium by LP. 
Brackett, chairman of the De-
partment of Speech Correc-
tion. The lect'Jre also was 
presented Monday night. 
A mixer dance will begin 
at 9 tonight in the Roman Room 
of the University Center. 
Students will be kept busy 
during the day, however, 
spending much of their time 
waiting in lines and filling 
out form s of variOUS types. 
Much of the confusion of 
past years has been elim-
inated this fall, however, with 
the use of the new SIU Arena. 
Students are able to do much 
of their registration in the 
one air-conditioned structure. 
The use of closed-circuit 
television. which made its 
campus debut last year, also 
makes for a more effiCient 
orientation and is used to in-
form students of campus 
etiquette and customs. 
To some 200 campus lead-
ers, the week marks the 
(Continued on Page 7) 
Registration of new fresh-
men (Must be in New Student 
Week grOUP). 
New Vice Presidents Begin Duties 
Registration for transfer-
ring students. 
Registration for graduate 
students. 
No program changes. 
No registration foe students 
enrolled spring or summer of 
1964. 
Wednesday, Sept. 23 
Registration of freshmen. 
transfers. graduate students, 
re-entry students, continuing 
students (enrolled spring or 
summer 1964). 
No program changes. 
SIU opens its 1964-65 school 
year with major changes in 
hi g h -level administrative 
posts. 
Earlier this month the fill-
ing of four vice pre:;idential 
posts was announced. They are 
academiC affairs, area and 
student services, planning and 
reView, and business affairB. 
The reorganization was 
carried out in line with the 
provisions of the recently ap-
proved Statutes of the Univer-
sity. These provide for the 
establishment of functional 
vice presidents. 
Two of the appointments in-
volved incum~ent administra-
tive officers, Charles D. Ten-
ney and Jobn S. Rendleman. 
The otber two were filled by 
appointments of Robert Wil-
liam MacVicar and Ralph 
Windsor Ruffner. 
Tenney has been vice pres-
ident for instruction and his 
new office is staff vice pres-
ident for planning and review. 
He will remain in the presi-
dent's office to review pro-
posals for changes in staff 
organization and procedures. 
Rendleman has been general 
counsel and special assistant 
to President Delyte W. 
Morris. In the new organiza-
tion, he will be vice president 
for business affairs. As 
such, his responsibility will 
be the business operations and 
physical development of the 
University. 
In a previous assignment 
he served as director of bus i-
ness affairs on the Carbondale 
campus. 
MacVicar will be SIU'svice 
president for academiC af-
fairs. This was the same post 
(Continued on Poge 7) 
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'BoyJrieruF Ski,.,. Set.uon 
Theater Department Sets Playbill 
For Musical Comedy, Tragedy 
The 1964-65 theatrical sea-
son at SIU will offer a wide 
spectrum of plays ranging 
from musical comedy to heady 
Shakespearean tragedy. 
Each production will have 
an eight-night run and all but 
one will be performed in the 
Southern Playhouse in the 
heart of the campus. 
First on the playbill is 
Sandy Wilson's musical, "The 
Boy Friend:' which will play 
Oct. 30 through Nov. 1 and 
Nov. 3-7. J.B. Stevenson, who 
in the summertime is drama 
director of the National Music 
Camp at Interlocken Mich., 
will direct the production. 
"God and the Hawthicket:' 
a new play by Clifford Hai-
slip, will be performed for the 
first time when it opens Nov. 
20. Other performances will 
be Nov. 21 and 22 and Dec. 
1-5. Haislip. a Ph.D. candi-
date in the Department of 
Theater, wrote the playas 
part of his dissertation. 
Christian Moe is the director. 
Norman Corwin's "The 
Rivalry"' will be produced in 
November. Though the play 
will be acted by the Southern 
Players, the site of the stag-
ing will be the University 
Center Ballroom rather than 
the Southern Playhouse. 
The play, a dramatiZation 
of the Lincoln-Douglas de-
bates, wIll tour 25 Illinois 
communities during the fall 
and will be given in a special 
performance on the Carbon-
dale campus. 
Archibald McLeod, chair-
man of the Department of 
Theater, wUI direct "The 
THE MIRACLE OF IImo,,,·,! HERE! 
RlcnARD 
BURtoN. 
~AmLEt A THEATROFILM =~e:.:. .. 
Exactly as performed on Broadway •••• 
2 Days· 4 Performances only • Sept. 23,24 
ALL SEATS S 2.00 
Matinee ShouIing_ 
Box Offit!e Opens I :30 Show "tarts 2:30 
Ef7ening Showing_ 
Box Offit!e Opell's 6:00 Show Starts 7:00 
VARSITY THEATRE 
CARBONDALE. ILLINOIS 
STUDENTS 
and 
FACULTY 
We're here 
to serve 
you with 
all your 
fall clothing 
needs. 
203 E. Main Carbondale 
Rivalry" as well as the 
Sot:thern Players' children's 
plays presented by the touring 
company. 
As part of the winter term's 
theatrical ac;:ivities, the 
theater will house per- .. { 
formances of William Shake- '~ .. j" 
speare's tragedy, "Klng_ 
Lear,.' often called "the play 
that couldn't be staged:' But 
SIU thespians wUI stage the 
play Feb. 26-28 and March 
2-5. This production will be 
directed by Eric Christmas. 
who is a memberoftheworld-
famous Shakespearean theater 
in Stratford, Canada. 
Max Frisch's sardonic play, 
'"The Fire Bugs" will run 
April 23-25 and 27-30 as well 
as May 1. Mordecai Gorelik, 
professor of theater, will di-
rect his own adaptation of the 
play. 
Gorelik, who has written the 
only authorized U.S. trans-
lation of "The Fire Bugs:' 
directed it in an off-Broadway 
production last year. Theplay 
has been successful in univer-
sity theaters all over the 
country. but this season w.iIl 
SOUlHERN'S FAIR LADY - Mary Jo Smith will repeat the role 
of Eliza Doolittle in SlU's production of "My Fair Lady." The 
Broadway musical originally was produced by the Summer Music 
Theater and will be presented again Oct. 2. 3 and 4 in Shryock 
Auditorium. 
Tickets Now on Sale 
see the first SIU presentation. 
"Trojan Women:' a 
scorching tragedy by Eurip-
ides is .the second play sched-
uled for the spring term. The 
drama will run May 21-23 
and 25-29. Sherwin Abrams. 
associate professor of 
theater, will direct. 
'Fa;r Lady' to Play 
Oct. 2-4 at Shryock 
ChOOSing the plays to pro-
duce during the year entails 
a number of considerations. 
"The theater staff decides 
what they want to do, what 
they believe audiences would 
like, and what the crop of 
potential actors will be:' 
McLeod said. 
"We try to have a distri-
bution of different kinds of 
plays in anarristic and re-
spectable playbill," McLeod 
explained. "Even with the light 
plays and comedies we try to 
avoid the 'popular Broadway-
type things: though usually we 
have a play that has been a 
Broadway ::;ucce::;s." 
Publi~hE.·d 111 (he Ocparrmenr of l('Iurn31ism 
dally e'l.':l.'pf Sunday and Monday dunn~ fall. 
Winter" !;prlR~ • .lnd elMhr-week summer (elm 
CX\!'I.'Pt dunn~ trnh'cr~lfY \·aC.J.tJun pe .. tods. 
'I.' X.1rnln.,lnnn ... ~It~. .md leM.)) hohdavo: by 
Suuthern IlIlnol~ lInlvcr~ny. C .. nbund.Jtc.llIt· 
nOls. I'ubhshed on ruc~day and Fn.Jay of 
f..' ... ch 'oYCt.'" fnr (he Fln .. 1 three we..·k~ of [he 
twellfC'-we\."k summL'T term. Second dass 
('O!'r.llle p.nd .n ,h(! C:lrbondale PoSt Orflce 
undt.~r ttM.· .let nr M.lr.;:h 3. IS":"Q. 
PoliCies oJf rht.· I-:llypU.1n aTe the I"C5ponsi-
bllny of rhe I.'dir(Jr~. Sure-menu. published 
h\'n." do nnr nect:"5s.J.rHy reflecf (he opmlonof 
the .uJmlnlsfTJ.1ion or any deparrmenl of the 
t
'
nncrslty. 
Edlfor. W .. lh"r Wdschu:k" Fiscal Offlcer, 
Uoward R. Long. EdUort.l1 and business 
orfh:l.'s locared In BuUdhll!l T-.f8. phone: 
4SJ-2:\.>t. 
Tickets are now on sale for 
the fall performance of StU's 
production of "My Fair 
Lady," to be staged at 8 p.m. 
Oct. 2,3 and 4 in Shryock 
Auditorium. 
Admission prices are 50 
cents, $1 and $1.50. Reserved 
tickets may be purchased at 
the Information Desk in the 
University Center. 
The hit musical production 
made its campus debut here 
this past summer, when the 
Summer Music Theater drew 
more than 3,500 persons dur-
ing the three-night run. 
With the exception of four 
cast members and a change 
in the period of costumes 
being used, the fall produc-
tion will be identical with thiS 
summer's performance ac-
cording to William Taylor. 
assistant professor of music 
and director of the show. 
Taylor said costumes 
from the 1914 period will be 
worn in place of the 1900 
period clothes that were used 
in the summer pl~ 'uction. 
This will make the play 
more like the original Broad-
way pro duction, he 
explained. 
While the lead performers 
remain, two replacements will 
be made in supporting roles 
and two dancers will join the 
ca::;t. 
-t~ Kni fun' tnook. 
J-.~S~ \\~~:.:':" - ~yJ "~J -.11 ~ -. _~~", ~~ 
Knit a Sweater 
Late.t Ja.hion- Jor the girl. and guy_ 
SPECIAL SALE 
Mistaire Mohair 88¢ 
Nubby Fleece and Scandia 88¢ 
Swe:lter Kits from S2.99 
Knitting bags of all types. Most 
complete knit shop in Southern Illinois. 
Come in and browse around. 
~urdale Shopping Center 
Ralph Bushee, SIU rare 
books librarian, will play the 
role of Zoltan Karpathy and 
Mrs. Miriam Gullett, who 
served as the cast's diction 
coach, will take over the role 
of Mrs. Hopkins. Victoria 
Smith of Park Ridge and Diana 
Whitney of St. Louis have been 
added to the group of dancers. 
Leading roles of Prof. 
Henry Higgins and Eliza Doo-
little will again by played by 
Robert Meyer of Springfiehi 
and Mary Jo Smith of Mt. 
Vernon. 
Also continuing in major 
rolls for the fall performance 
will be David Davidson of 
Eldorado as Alfred P. Doo-
little. William McHughes of 
Little Rock, Ark. as Colonel 
Pickering. 
Jerry Dawe of Marion as 
Freddy Eynsford-Hill, Lynn 
L..!onard of Carbondale as 
Mrs. Pearce, Mary David-
son of Eldorado as Mrs. Hig-
gins and Sarah Moore of Car-
bondale as Mrs. Eynsford-
Hill. 
ROTC Schedules 
Smoker at Center 
All male students inter-
ested in enrollment in the 
Advanced AFROTC Corps 
have been invited to a smok-
er at 8 p.m. Oct. 2 in Ball-
room B of the Universit .. 
Center. 
An informal gathering j,; 
planned [0 enable eligible stu-
dents to clarify any qu,"s-
tions they have regardin!( th. 
AFROTC program. 
A 
TASTE 
OF FINE 
ENTERT AI N ME NT" 
COMING TO 
nilr 
proscenium 
UllL 
att '"lirnat. pl'at/ho",,: 
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Trend in Yearbooks 
Obelisk to Omit Juniors' Individual Photos 
To Save Space, Cut Cost oj 1965 Edition 
Individual pictures of jun-
iors will not be carried in " 
the 1965 edition oftbe Obelisk. 
SIU yearbook, according to 
Cbarles P. Rahe. editor. 
Rabe explained tbat omit-
ting the juniors is in keeping 
witb the trend in yearbooks. 
Duplication and expense are 
tbe reasons. 
Many of the juniors will 
be pictured elsewhere in the 
book, Rahe said, and by leav-
ing them out, the space can 
be used to better advantage. 
Rahe also announced that 
senior pictures for this year's 
yearbook will be taken Monday 
through Saturday, Sept. 28 to 
Oct. 24. No appointment 
II;; necessary. 
Seniors whose last names 
begin with A-Q will be pa. 
tographed at Neunlist Studio 
at 213 W. Main St. Those 
with initials of R-Z should go 
to Rolando Studio ar 717 S. 
Illinois St. 
Students from Vocational 
Technical Institute will also 
be photographed at Rolando's. 
Orders for the 1965 Obelisk 
are being taken this week in 
the SIU Arena and from 9 
a.m. to 5 p.m. daily at Room 
H in the University Center. 
Cost" to the student who has 
paid his activity fee is $2. 
The activity fee paysfor$4.U5 
of the book's cost. 
Students who have not yet 
r~ceived their '64 Obelisk may 
pick them up at the Obelisk 
office from 9 a.m. to 5 Pom. 
Monday through Friday. The 
office Is located in Barracks 
H-2. near the nonb end of 
the Agriculture 8uilding. 
3,500 Adiust;ng 
To Campus Life 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Valid program changes. 
T uesJt:y, S.,t. 29 
Last day of late re-
gistration, $5 fee. 
Valid program changes pro-
cessed. 
Students will not be 
processed at any time with-
out authorization cards (avail-
able in the Arena) and until 
they are ready to pay dleir 
fees upon entering the Arena. 
MAN CAMPUS 
Hardships of Polar Exploring 
To Be Featured on Channel 8 
Eye on tbe World \Vill fea-
ture "Dreams that Men Die 
For" at 8:30 p.m. today on 
WSIU-TV. Tbis documentary 
tells of tbe dangers and severe 
hardsbips confronted by such 
pioneers as Scott, Perry. and 
Byrd in their determination to 
conquer tbe snowy wilderness 
of the polar regions. 
Oth~ highlights: 
Sp.m. 
What's New: A look at an 
early winter as the show 
gives an account of the life 
of an Eskimo boy from in-
fancy to maturity. 
6:30 p.m. 
What's New: Extraordinary 
bird photography almost 
brings the birds Into tbe liv-
ing room. 
7:30 p.m. 
Bold Journey: The ser-
ies returns to the air with 
its first film taking the 
viewer on an eIqJedition 
sbooting tbe rapids of the 
Salmon and Snake Rivers. 
8 p.m. 
American Memoirs: An ex-
amination to see how histor-
ical is history. 
Pentagon Officer 
Visiting Campus 
A Pentagon officer is visit-
ing the SIU campus today and 
Wednesday to inspect theUni-
versity's facilities as a 
possible site for next year's 
National Security Seminar. 
Col. Richard W. Dempsey, 
deputy director of the Armed 
For c e s NatiOilal Security 
Seminar School, will confer 
with area reseiveofficersand 
University officials. 
America on Stage Featuring 
'Shenandoah' on WSIU-FM 
The annual seminar is a 
two-week E!esston, one of 14 
held in various parts of the 
country, designed to acquaint 
interested citizens in tbe na-
tional security program, ac-
cording to Robert B. Vokac, 
assistant director of the sru 
Placement Service and a 
major in the Army reserves. WSIU - FM, campus radio 
station, will continue its sum-
mer operating schedule this 
week and next. The station, 
broadcasting on 91.9 mega-
cycles, signs on every morn-
ing at 10:28 and continues 
its program schedule through 
11 p.m. 
Among programs to be 
heard today is "America on 
Stage" at -7:30 p.m., which 
will feature Bronson Howard's 
"Shenandoah.'" 
News repons may be heard 
Monday through Friday at 
12:30, 5:30 and 10:30 p.m. 
Other highlights: 
10:30 a.m. 
Pop Concert. 
I p.m. 
Afternoon Serenade. 
2:45 p.m. 
The World of Folk Music. 
. 1 3:30 p.m. I Concert Hall. 
7:30 p.m. 
America on 5r3)!:e. 
8 p.m. 
The Music of Don Gillis: 
"Our Fair City" from "The 
Atlantic Suite"; "SolilOQUY 
for Strings"; "Blues"from 
"Symphony VI"; "Prairie 
Sunset" from "Portrait of 
a Frontier Town"; "Vim, 
Vigor and Velocity" from 
"Twinkletoes Suite." 
8:30 p.m. 
Cdllcer.:. 
FE'RRANTE 
& TEICHER 
While on campus Col. 
Dempsey will meet with Wil-
liam J. Tudor, director of 
Area Services; Judge Robert 
B. Porter of Vienna, a colonel 
in the Army Tcserves;Oldham 
Paisley of Marion, newspaper 
publisher and a retired Army 
colonel, and others. 
A dinner will be held to-
night at the Carbondale Elks 
Club. 
PLAY THE MOST SPURLIN!:. MOST 
UNll'UTING RENDITION EVER OF 
TNE MUSIC fROIil l~E SOOIl-TO-BE-
REl~aSED filM. 
This album of Ihe fabul.us lerner and 
Loewe SCMe finds Ferrante & Teicher 
at the very peak of theIr performance! 
If youre an F& T fan. you hawe to a~d 
,ill:) to your coiiection. If you're no .. 
get It It WIll make you understand why 
Ferrante & Teicher are on th~" way 10 
berom Ing a hYing fegend 
A'fiIiJabJe in stereo or monaural at recant 
stores everywhere . 
Suits 
Eagle Brookfield 
Squire Shop Ltd. Hardwick 
Shirts 
Eatle 
Manhattan 
Lion's Den 
McGregor 
H.I.S. 
Slacks 
H.l.S. 
Hubbard 
Contac 
McGregor 
A-I of California 
laymar-Ruby 
Sweaters 
Jackey Alps 
McGregor Himalaya 
Robert Bruce Cox Moore Ltd. 
I-_____________ ~- .-~ ... , 
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Place Jor Comment 
This is the editorial page. 
It is, ir. short, a place re-
served for comment and 
opinion. 
. Whereas thi;! regular news 
columns of the Daily Egyptian 
are as free as possible of 
expressions of views taken 
by their writers, the columl.3 
on the editorial page pur-
posely are not. It is, in fact, 
the purpose of the editorial 
page to provide a place where 
opinions can be expressed. 
Material for this p~e 
c:omi;!S from two sources. 
From time to time. we, as 
an editorial writer, under-
take to interpret the news, to 
comment on it. and to criti-
cize. At times we invite other 
writers to express their views 
through the editorials printed 
on this page. 
The second source of 
material f(ir this page is you, 
the readers. H you've got 
something to say. say it. Put 
it in letter form and send 
it to the Daily Egyptian. We 
ask only that you limit the 
letters to 250 words or less 
and that you sign them. 
In this way. the Daily 
Egyptia'l truly serves the stu-
dents by providing a forum for 
discussicn. We want it this 
way; we hope you do too. 
Walt Was chick 
Days oj Sunshine 
These are your days of sun-
shine. These are the days of 
new places and new faces. 
These are the days of getting 
used to a new way of life. 
To all new students at 
Southern we extend a welcome. 
We wish you success in uni-
versity life. 
Weare confident that most 
of you will readily adapt to 
your new environment. Why. 
in no time at all, you'll be 
tossing about now - strange 
terms such as Shryock, Furr, 
and Muckelroy with the ease 
of a senior. Some of you may 
come to know the Greek alpha-
bet; some of you may even 
learn what all those "GS" 
letters stand for. 
Presidential Campaign 
There'll be a lot of things 
to get used to: ROTC, the 
crowd in the Roman Room, 
the routine of classes, no 
cars--good things and bad. 
But most of all. get used to 
the idea of work, four years 
of it. Sure, you can have a 
good time here at Southern, 
but unless studies moderate 
the fun somewhat, you won't 
be long at Southern to enjoy 
it. 
You are now setting out on 
an adventure that will change 
your whole life. New Student 
Week is the breather before it 
all begins in earnest. These 
are your days of sunshine. 
The work lies ahead. 
ww 
Ad Men Fire Salvos 
By Arthur Hoppe 
San Francisco Chronicle 
The historic 1964 campaign 
for the Presil:!ency of the 
United States, on which the 
fate of mankind hinges, is now 
officially underway. Both 
Madison Avenue ad agencies 
involved have fired their open-
ing 30-second tee-vee salvos. 
As you undoubtedly know, 
the contenders This year are 
Doyle Dane Bernbach, Inc., 
which is building a candidate 
called "L.B.J .... and Erwin 
Wasey, Ruthr1uff & Ryan, Inc., 
which is promt'ling a product 
named "Goldwater." 
Between them, the two are 
expecwd to spend more than 
$10 million selling the 
public--almost one third the 
ad budget of the leading soda 
pop manufacturer and as much 
as many makers of chewing 
gum. Which just shows how 
important the American 
Presidency is becoming. 
Naturally, in keeping with 
modern advertising tech-
niques, neither firm is saying 
anything good about its product 
nor anything bad about its 
competitor's. Not directly. 
No, thanks to motivational re-
search. subliminal perception 
and consumer psychology 
studies. brutally frank state-
ments are scrupulously 
aVOided. And the message is 
put across by inuel1do. Which, 
I feB, needs explaining. 
Take one of the dramatic. 
bard-hitting tee-vee spots of 
Doyle Dane Bernbach's cam-
paign for L.B.J. A telephone 
is ringing. A man's handpicks 
up the receiver. The an-
nouncer asks you: "Who (siC) 
do you want answering the 
ph 0 n e when Khrushchev 
calls?" 
Now, clearly, you will hope 
it isn't one of the children. 
YO'I know how they louse up 
messages: "Some man called, 
Daddy, and was he ever mad 
about something and you better 
caB him back right away only 
the dog ate up his number.n 
So this is a strong pitch for 
L.B.J. Because he's a grown-
up and has a better chance of 
getting the message straight. 
Erwin Was£:y. Ruthrauff & 
Ryan, Inc. are striking back 
hard for Goldwater with the 
theme slogan of their cam-
paign: "In 'our heart, you 
know he's right." At first 
giance this tends to raise some 
questions. Such as: "How far 
right?" Moreover, it would 
seem to imply that in your 
head, Y0U know he's wrong. 
But actually. surveys show 
that most consumers think 
With their hearts anyway, ex-
cept a small percentage who 
think with their stomachs. Ad-
ditionally, motivational re-
search proves the slogan has 
great appealtothe White back-
lash, Negro frol1tlash and 
Orienta! sidelash. 
Tl;us. even from this brief 
summary you can see wc're in 
for an all - out. thought-
provoking campaign. For, 
personally, I find nothing mono' 
thought - provoking t han 
Inodern advertising techni-
ques. E very ad provokes you 
into trying to think of what on 
earth they're secretly trying 
to provoke you into thinking. 
And there's nothing n.ore pro-
voking than that. 
Of course, with the fate of 
man hanging in the balance, 
I do worry that $10 million 
isn't enough. For as long as 
the Presidency's decided 
these d .. ys by the number of 
billboards, spots and jingles 
we consumers are bombarded 
WiEh, I say this nation's in 
grave danger. Yes sir, it's in 
grave danger of being led for 
the next four years by a boule 
of soda pop. 
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Southern IllinoiS University 
rlelcome. students: 
Thirty years from now will you be lamenting, "If I were only 
young again" or "If I could start over"? 
You are young NOW; you are startingl and what you accomplish 
in the first few weeks this fall may have a great deal to do with 
where you are and what you are ten. twenty, or thirty years from now. 
University life includes nUmerous social events, concerts, 
lectures, organizational activities, part-time jobs, varsity and intra-
mural sports, and just plain talk sessions, all educational, perhaps, 
all a part of the university program. But you might easily spend all 
of your ~ime in these areas. and some students do until they are sent 
home. 
Most of you are away from home and "on your own," some for 
the first time. You are testing yourselves. But you are here primar-
ily to learn in the classroom, learn to the very limit of your ability 
in preparing to live in a complicated world and to make that worlci just 
a bit better. 
Can you budget your time and energy as well as your money, or 
will you waste all three? Years from now will you be saying, "If I 
only had another chance"? 
The time is now. The opportunity ~nd the responsibility are 
yours. 
You CAN succeed. 
Welcome to Southern. We hope you, your parents. and the whole 
University will be glad you came. 
~L 
D te W. Morris 
President 
Ombudsman Plan Offered 
Control Jor Bureaucracy? 
By Roben M. Hutchins 
The author of the znicle 
on bureaucracy in the Encyclo-
paedia Britannica refers to it 
as an organizational disease: 
it is the pathology of large 
organizations. 
The criticism seems un-
justified. Every large organi-
zation has to be bureaucratic. 
If it were not, its affairs would 
soon be in a hopeless tangle. 
The proper papers have to go 
to the proper place at the 
proper time and have to be 
passed on in the proper way. 
Failure at any point to obey 
the rules means confusion and 
ultimate breakdown. 
If bureaucracy is an evil, 
it is a necessary one. The 
question is row to make it 
function fairly as well as 
smoothly. 
The device invented in 
Scandinavia is called the om-
budsman. He is chosen by the 
legislature to watch over the 
bureaucracy and to see to it 
that in following the rules it 
does not ov,:!rlook its obliga-
tion to deal equitably with the 
citizen. 
From Sweden. Denmark. 
Finland and Norway the in-
stitution of the ombudsman 
has now spread to New Zea-
land. The ombudsman there 
has been in office about a 
year and a half and has re-
poned on his work for that 
period. 
He states the reason for 
his existence as follows: 
"Careful and often repeated 
review of a deCision Within 
a depanment is no guarantee 
of thE' wisdom and fairness of 
the ultimate decision. The 
first decision ••• tends to gen-
erate its own defenses within 
a depanment ••• The official 
bias is toward the mainten'mce 
of the original decision ..... 
The New Zealand ombuds-
man concludes: "I think the 
tendencies I have mentioned 
are the inevitable con-
comitants of any extensive ad-
ministrative system with its 
accompanying hierarchies and 
rules. The conclusion is 
therefore that some form of 
responsible and independent 
representation in pro per 
cases is not only desirable. 
but nec:;!ssary if the private 
citizen is to receive proper 
consideration at the highest 
levels in the depanment:· 
Since the establishment of 
his office the New Zealand 
ombudsman has received 1,100 
complaints from citizens. He 
finds that about half of them 
are wonh investigation. In 
something more than 20 pP.r-
cent of the cases investigated 
the complaint turned out to be 
justified. There were 81 such 
cases in the last 12 months. 
The population of New Zea-
land is around three million. 
If we assume that the rate 
of bureaucratic unfairness in 
the United States is the same 
as that in New Zealand, we 
might guess that an American 
ombudsman might find and 
correct about 5,000 cases of 
administrative injustice 
year. 
Of course, the mer e 
existence of the ombudsman 
cuts down the number of such 
cases, because, if administra-
tive agencies know there is 
a tribune of [he people who 
will expose administrative 
abllses, the agencies will be 
more careful to see to it 
that such abuses do not occur. 
On the other hand, the om-
budsman of New Zealand re-
pons that his office is a 
"valuable shield to the admin-
istration." He protects the 
bureaucracy against irre-
sponsible attacks at the same 
time that he assures the pub-
lic that responsible criticisms 
will be investigated. 
The Labor Pany has made 
the establishment of an om-
budsman in England a major 
plank in its platform. If Labor 
wins. we shall see the first 
experiment in a large country 
with this method of controlling 
the bureaucracy. 
Copyright 1964, 
Los Angeles Times 
Lyndon Johnson, the per-
petual motion President. is 
one of the f~w politicians with 
enough luck to ha'"e both pros-
perity and poveny on his side 
at one and the same time. 
--Franklin (Va.) Tidewater 
News 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
'Scrapbook' Illustrates President's Life 
... In Evening Study Session-
VOCA'1 f 0'.\ I 
THII'tL\1 
~ 1\:.."",11 
The presidency of a large 
univers~tf carries with it a 
multitude of duties and func-
tions for the person who holds 
the office. 
At SIU. President DelyteW. 
Morris wears a variety of 
"hats" in fulfilling the ob-
ligations of his office. These 
photographs from an imag-
inary scrapbook illustrate but . 
a few of those functions. 
The president is a chief 
figure in ceremonial events 
such as commencement; heoc-
cassionally wields a shovel to. 
break ground for a new struc-
ture; he is a point of focus 
for news stories abour SIU; 
and above all. his is the re-
sponsibility for the entire 
ran!l;e of programs and 
"housekeeping" for the entire 
institution. 
The office is ceremonial. 
it is functional. It is aca-
demic. it is administrative. it 
is traditional. The problems 
and challenges are many and 
varied, and the tone and di-
rection of the university are 
to a large degree in his hands • 
••. With Mrs. Morris at VTI Function 
... The Happy Groundhreaker 
••• SIU Makes Time Magazine 
.•. At His Presidential Desk 
PageS 
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Associated Press News Roundup 
Goldwater Decries 
War News Handling 
W ASIDNGTON--Sen. Barry 
Goldwater fired strong crit-
icism at the administration 
for its bandling of news on 
the latest Tonkin Gulf inci-
dent, and cbarp:ed tbat PresI-
dent ,Johnson bas a "crisis-
of-the-week" foreign plllcy. 
The Republican presidential 
candidate, who campaigned 
Monday in Cbarlotte, N.C., 
said in a statement: 
"This administration's lack 
of purpose, direction and even 
bonesty in its conduct of the 
cold war has led to what now 
may be described as a crisis-
of-the-week foreign policy. 
"This weekend's crisis in-
volves Viet Nam and another 
incident in the Gulf of Tonkin. 
"The administration has 
tried to manage the news so 
that the incident is forgotten 
as quickly as possible. 
"They c an not, however, 
sweep a war under the rug:' 
Friday. Secretary of De-
fense Robert S. McNamara 
said in a brief statement that 
repo=ts had been received of 
a nighttime incident in inter-
national waters in the Gulf 
of Tonkin. He said no dam-
age had been reported by 
East German Boss Dies 
BERLIN--Otto Grotewohl, 
prime minister of East Ger-
many, died Monday after long 
illness, the official East Ger-
man news agency reported. 
American vessels and there 
was no loss of American 
personnel. 
Nothing more would be said, 
he added, until an investigation 
was completed on reports of 
the new incident in the gulf 
w her e North Vietnamese 
patrol boats made two attacks 
on American destroyers seven 
weeks ago. -
The August attacks brought 
prompt retaliation. Johnson 
ordered U.S. planes to hit 
North Vietnamese patrol boat 
bases and ell dumps--an action 
backed by Goldwater. 
At midaftemoon Saturday. 
McNamara announced that two 
U.S. destroyers on routine 
patrol in the Gulf of Tonkin 
"were menaced by four un-
i<ientified" vessels Friday and 
fired warning shots. He said 
the approaching craft then 
disappeared. APe n tag 0 n 
source later said that McNa-
mara's l47-word statement 
"apparently closed the inci-
dent for all practical 
purposes." 
Tass. Russian news agency. 
said MO!lday that three un-
identified ships were reported 
to have been sunk in the Gulf 
of Tonkin Friday by American 
destroyers. 
This was the first intima-
tion from anywhere that any 
vessels were sunk in the latest 
incident off the coast of North 
Viet Nam. 
Presenting America's 
slowest fastback. 
There are some new cars around with very 
streamlined roofs. 
8utthey are nOI Volkswagens. 
They are called fastbacks, and some of Ihem 
are named after fish. 
You can tell them from Volkswagens because a 
VW won't go over 72 mph. IEYen though Ihe 
speedometer shows 0 wildly optimistic lOp speed 
of 90.1 
So you can easily break almost any speed law 
in Ihe country in a VVV_ 
And you can cruise right post gas stations, re-
pair shops and tire slores. 
The VW engine may not be the fastest, but it's 
among the most odyanced. It's mode of magnesium 
allov lone step beller than aluminum!' And it's so 
well machined you may never add oil between 
changes. 
The VW engine is cooled by air, so it can never 
freez3 up or boil oyer. 
It won't have anything to do with water. R>. 
So we sow no reason to nome it after a fish. 'WI 
EPPS VOLKSWAGEN 
AUfHOR"£tt 
DEALEIt 
HWY. 13 East at Lake Rd. Carbondale, III. 
Phone 4451-2184 985-4812 
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IT CERTAINLY WOULD SIMPLIFY THINGS 
Bruce Shanks. Buffalo Evening News 
Labor Union Council Calls 
General Strike in Saigon Area 
SAIGON. Viet Nam -- The 
Vietnamese Labor confedera-
tion launched a general strike 
in the greater Saigon area 
Monday and began marshalling 
workers for a massive 
demonstration. 
Workers t-nrew switches at 
power stations at 7:40 a.m.--
Saigon time -- signaling the 
start of the strike. A union 
Shop wilb 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
A U.S. _ad SlMlS ice en_ in Europe 
PAYING JOBS 
IN EUROPE 
leader said 83 member unions 
of the Greater Saigon Council 
had been asked to take part 
in the strike. but that it was 
uncertain how many of 30,000 
members would answer the 
call. 
Spearhead of the strike was 
formed by textile, transport, 
and water and light workers. 
One union source said 60,000 
plantation workers from 
French rubber estates might 
be brought into the city to 
press the worker demands. 
Hundreds of workers poured 
into headquarters of the Viet-
namese Confederation of 
Labor. About two dozen police-
men in the area watched pas-
sively. There was no sign 
that the government planned 
stern measures to put down 
the strike which is illegal 
under last month·s state of 
emergency proclamation. 
The strikers protested 
wages anet working conditions. 
But the labor leaders are 
also making political demands. 
The labor troubles brought 
a new threat to the shaky 
-: aretaker government of 
Premier Nguyen Khanh. which 
weathered a coup attempt last 
week. 
Sept .... b. 22, 1964 
Big Welcome 
Set in Caracas 
For De Gaulle 
CARACAS. Venezuela -- " 
big welcome and a stron): 
security guard awaited Presi-
dent Charles de Gaulle Monda-, 
in Venezuela at the start o-i 
his 27-day Latin Americar 
goodwi!l tour. 
The nat ion, wealthiest 
among the 10 he is to visit 
readied a booming 21-gu~ 
salute and a dazzling military 
display for the 73-year-old 
chief of state. 
Strict security measures 
were ordered for De Gaulle' ~ 
ride with President Raul Leoni 
from the airport. 
Officials fear there may be 
attempts on De Gaulle· slife 
by exiled members ')f the 
French Secret Army Organi-
zation living in South America. 
Terrorist attacks art: also 
frequently made in Venezuela 
by the pro-Castro Armed 
Force for National Liberation 
--FALN. 
During his 30-hour visit to 
Caracas De Gaulle will ad-
dress Congress and confer 
With President Leoni. who is 
expected to sound out the 
French leader on advantages 
of a Latin-American common 
market. Leoni hopes to attract 
more French investment to his 
country and would also wel-
come more French technicians 
to train labor. 
After Venezuela, De Gaulle 
will go to Colombia, Ecuador, 
Bolivia. Peru. Chile, A rgen-
tina. Paraguay and Brazil. 
The long-planned tour is 
another move by De Gaulle 
to restore to his nation in-
fluence lost in the two world 
wars. His chief aim is to 
strengthen good relations with 
Lation America, which may 
lead to long-range French aid. 
California Town 
Hit by Forest Fire 
CALISTOGA. Calif.--A fast-
moving forest fire destroyed 
35 homes in this Napa County 
resort tow.. Monday and 
touched off smaller threaten-
ing fires in five surrounding 
communities. 
More than half of Calistoga's 
2,500 residents and tourists 
have been evacuated, police 
said. There were no immediate 
reports of casualties. they 
said. 
"We're using school buses, 
trucks or anything we can get 
to evacuate the people:' the 
officer said. Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, 
Sept. 9-Stud~nts are ul·/.· .. "I to 
apply early for slimmer jnbs in 
Europe. Thousands of _jobs (of-
fice, resort, factory, rarm, etc.) 
are available. Wages range to 
$400 monthly and the American 
Student Information Sen'ice 
awards travel grants to regis-
tered students, Those interested 
shcu"l send $2 to Dept. T, ASIS, 
22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxem-
bourg City. Grand Duchv or Lux-
1Vegro Crowds Stone Police Car 
After Mississippi Bombings 
embourg and the ASIS 
3S-page booklet and de-
:~:Ingevery availaille job. llOnd a 
McCOMB. Miss.--A Negro 
church and the home of a 
Negro civil rights worker 
were bombed Sunday night and 
angry Negroes stonE'd a polh:e 
car when it arrived. 
Police said 2.000 or 3,000 
WELCOME TO \VORK 
let us handle your laundry and cleaning problems. 
ONE STOP SERVICE 
Fluff Dry - washed & folded Finished L .... ndry of all Kinds 
Shirts Finished - folded or on hangers 
All Sbirt. - 25., each Fluff Dry - 15, Ib, 
Save 20% on DRY CLEANING cash and carry 
UNIVERSITY CLEANERS 
Comer Mill and illinoiS 
Negroes attacked the patrol 
car with bricks and bottle~ 
when it drove up to the wrecke( 
home of Aylene Quin. Negro 
leaders said about ISO wer(: 
in the crOWd. 
The patrol car roared awa'-
from the scene. Jesse Harris. 
project director of a Negro 
voter registration drive, ex·· 
horted the crowd to "go at 
it peaceably:' 
Spokesmen for the Student 
Non-Violent Coordinatin:o: 
Committee said the crowd 
dispersed. 
Police officials said the\ 
were too busy to talk abou'[ 
it at all. 
Mrs. Quin. 42. operator (,J 
a cafe and a civil rights leader, 
~aid her two children were in-
jured by the blast but nc,1 
seriously. 
The youngsters. Kathy, C 
and Jackie. 5. were sleepiJl 
in a room at the back of th 
honse. The bomb went off 1 
front. 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
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Vice Preaidenta Begin Dutiea 
CHARLES 0. nNNEY 
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Students Obtain 
Texts at Library 
Textbook Service, located 
in the basement of Morris Li-
brary where the Education Li-
brary used to be, will be open 
from 7:50 to 1l:50 a.m. and 
from 12:50 to 4:50 p.m. today, 
Henry T. Stroman, the 
manager, said. 
"Students should enter 
through the West entrance of 
Morris Library," Stroman 
said. "All undergraduates will 
pick up their books in the new 
location, but the graduate stu-
dents must get their books on 
the fifth floor:' 
Graduate students are re-
quired to purcMse their 
books. but undergraduates re-
ceive books for a $5 rental 
fee. 
Tenney, Rendleman, MacVicar, Ruffner 
~dajn Figures in Administration Change 
Textbook Service will be 
open Wednesday from 7:50 
a.m. to 9:00 p.m., through 
the dinner hours. Thursday the 
hours will be from 7:50-11:50 
a.m., 12:50-4:50 p.m.. and 
6:30-9:30 p.m. 
Friday, Textbook Service 
will be open 7:50-11:50 a.m. 
and 12:50-4:50 p.m. Saturday 
the hours will be from 7:50-
11:50 a.m. 
(Continued from Page 1) 
he held at Oklahoma State Uni-
versity. In announcing this ap-
pointment. Morris said Mac-
Vicar will exercise general 
executive and coordinating re-
sponsibility for the instruc-
tional. research, and publi-
cations programs for all SIU 
campuses. 
Ruffner will serve as vice 
president for both area and 
student services. twO major 
functions of the University. He 
will have general executive 
and coordinating responsib-
ility for the area services of 
SIU. and all matters pertain-
ing to the welfare of students. 
The revision of the statutes 
abolished the positions of two 
operational vice presidents. 
John E. Grinnell. who held 
the operations office on the 
Carbondale campus, is retir-
ing. This had been scheduled 
for Sept. I but he was asked 
to serve four months beyond 
the date of his retirement. 
in order to assist in the 
transition. 
Clarence W. Stephens. vice 
president for the Edwards-
ville campus. requested a re-
turn to a teaching and re-
search assignment under his 
I>rofessorship of secondary 
education. 
In announcing the appoint-
ments, President Morris said 
the reorganization should 
make possible more efficient 
planning, review and opera-
tion of the University; result 
in economies of effort and of 
money; and enable SIU to throw 
its full resources from all 
campuses into important 
programs. 
MacVicar is a Rhodes 
scholar and received his doc-
torate from the University 
of Wisconsin. He is a lieu-
tenant colonel in the Army 
reserves. 
He received his bachelor's 
degree from the University 
of Wyoming and his Master 
of Science from Oklahoma 
State University. 
Ruffner received his Bache-
lor of Arts degree from the 
University of Maryland and 
his Master of Arts and doc-
torate from George Washing-
ton University. 
Before his appointment at 
SIU. he was deputy United 
States permanent representa-
tive to UNESCO. the culrural 
and educational unit of the 
United Nations, in Paris. 
Before that. he was with 
the International Cooperation 
Administration. He was chief 
of its educational division in 
India and, later. director of 
3,500 Adiusting 
To Campus Life 
(Continued from Page 1) 
climax of hours of prepara-
tion: meetings. conferences. 
correspondence and as-
sembling materials. 
About 150 upperclassmen 
arrived on campus Friday to 
receive instruction in guiding 
and advising the freshmen. 
Warren Steinborn is chair-
man of this year's New Stu-
dent Week. Laurie Brown is 
serving as vice chairman. 
Most of the students ar-
rived in Carbc,dale Sunday, 
though some had come 
earlier in the week as band 
members. student workers. 
etc. 
The week of orientation of-
.ficially opened at 2:30 Sun-
day when all incoming students 
met in the Arena, where they 
listened to a welcoming ad-
dress by I. Clark Davis. di-
rector of Student Affairs, and 
a concert by the Male Glee 
Club. 
Monday's actiVities in-
cluded group meetings. dis-
cussions and registration. 
Daily Egyptian Classified Ads 
Clossified odveotisi'1g 'Otes, 20 word. 0' less are '1.00 per 
inse,tiOf'f; additional words five cents each; four consecutive 
issues for 53.00 (20 _rds). Payoble before n.e deadline. 
whic.h is two days prior to puhlication. except for Tuesdoy's 
paper. which is noon Friday. 
The Doily Egyptian does not refund money .... en ods or .. " .... 
celled. 
The Dail, Egyptian reserves the right to reject any odvettisi"9 
FOR RENT 
HOllsetrailer, completely furn-
ished. 50 " 10, t_ bedrooms. 
t_ blocks from downtown Oft pri-
vate lot. Accommodates three 
students. Phone 684-6951. 1.4p. 
FOR SALE 
1962 Horley.Dovidson Scat·Fred 
Cogle. Hickory Leaf Trailer 
Court. RR2. Carterville. Phone 
YU 5-4486. 1.4p. 
Star 8 " 25' HOllse trailer win. 
ai, conditioning. Excellent con-
dition. Inexpensive living. Just 
right for t_. Call 549·2781. 1 ... p 
SERVICES OFFERED 
State licensed nursery school. 
Tolce children oges 2-5, Mon-Fri,. 
7:30 o.m. to 5:30 p.m. Lakeside 
Pre·School. Mrs. A.G. Rednour, 
Director. Rt. 2 Carterville. Ph. 
985-2445. 1" miles north of R •. 
II on Combria Rd. 1-4p. 
the Office of Educational Ser-
vice~ of the ICA. 
Ruffner has also been pro-
fessor of adult educaton and 
assistant dean of education 
at George Washington 
University. 
Tenney was administrative 
assistant to President Mor-
ris from 1948 to 1952 and 
was appointed vice preSident 
for instruction in December 
of 1952. 
Rendleman is an alumnus 
of SIU and a graduate of the 
University of Winois Law 
School. He was appointed SIU' s 
legal counsel in 1951 and in 
1961. director of business af-
fairs. He was appointed gen-
eral counsel and special as-
sistant to Morris in 1963. 
.-' .-
Monday and Tuesday the 
hours will be 7:50-11:50 a.m., 
12:50-4:50 p.m. and6:30p.m.-
9:30 p.m. Wednesday, Text-
book SerVice will resume its 
normal hours, 7:50-11:50 a.m. 
and 12:50-4:50 p.m. 
The BIG Inch 
The BIG inch - lonesome by itself. but when incorporated into 
a DAILY EGYPTIAN classified. it is mighty big. Let's see. 1 inch 
times 10,000 (that's our circulation) is 10,000 inches. At a rate 
of only $1.00 for 20 words, that's nearly 10,000 inches 
for S1.00! 
Who will read your 10.000 inches? Students jlMt like you _ 
facu1ty members just like you - families jus.flke yours -
people just like the people you know. 
You can plainly see that if you have so ......... for sale, Q 
service to offer or have merely lost your f'vvorlte roommate, 
the DAILY EGYPTIAN's the be~t ~Iace .'.ok. 
Better place your ad toclay, but hurry, deadlines are 2 days 
prior to publication at IIOC!I', except t.r Tues.,,'s paper which 
is noon Friday. Call e:iJS,f·r.r __ ils. 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
CLASSIFIED 
NEW PRESS - Ron Layel, a senior printing 
management major, is one of several s!udent 
workers who help operate the Daily Egyptian's 
new Fairchild News Kir,g offset press. The 
new press is capable of printing 16 pages in 
one press run. 
Bigger Daily Egyptian Printed on New Press 
The Daiiy Egyptian has in-
stalled a new offset press to 
provide for expansion made 
necessary by the growth of 
the newspaper. 
The new press, a Fairchild 
News King, sold by Inland 
Newspaper Machinery Corp. 
of Kansas City, Mo., received 
final adjustment and testlnjl 
Sept. 15 and was put intt; 
production for the first time 
to print the New Student Week Egyptian has employed 39 stu-
paper. dent workers to assist in prep-
The press prints an eight- aration of the paper this year. 
page, 12 - page, or 16- page Six graduate assistants, two 
paper and permits more flex- research assistants and five 
ibility in scheduling and iaculty men complete the pro-
handling news stories and ad- duction and advis')ry staff. 
vertising. Enlarged coverage The Daily Egyptian has a 
of campus and national news circulation of 10,000 papers 
will also be possible. to serve the student body. 
In line with the policy of Walt Waschick, Rossville, 
employing students, the Daily is student editor. 
WELCOME 
To 
Your 
5eJttemb_ 22, 1964 
Variety of Awards and Loans 
Available to Needy Students 
Student loans from $5 to 
$1,000 and more than 500 
scholarships and awards are 
among the services available 
through the Financial Assist-
ance office at SIV. 
Three types of loans are 
offered. For students who find 
themselves low on cash a few 
days before their pay checks 
come in or before- they hear 
from their folks, imerest-
free loans of $5 are available. 
These must be repaid in two 
weeks. 
Short term loani'l are !!:iven 
to full-time students who can 
prove need and who have a 
3.0 or bettE'r grade average. 
These loans must be repaid 
in 90 days. 
Lon!!: - term National De-
fense Student Loans are avail-
able to students for up to 
$1,000 per year and up to 
$5,000 during a student's col-
lege life. An entering fresh-
man must be in the upper 
one-third of his graduating 
class. Present students must 
have at least a 3.0 grade av-
erage and must be carrying 
a full-time load. 
Each year the offjce gives 
500 tuition scbolarahips. 
These are divided evenly be-
tween General Studies stu-
dents and the junior-senior 
classes. In order to obtain 
one of these scholarships a 
student must show a need for 
it and he mllst be a full-
time student with at least a 
3.0 grade average. 
Applications for these 
scholarships for the 1965-66 
school year will be taken at 
the Financial Assistance of-
fice beginning Jan. I, 1965_ 
The office also handles a 
number of scholarships and 
m·)netary awards given out 
by private donors. Often the 
donor recommend" the person 
he wishes to receive the 
award, but other" turn the 
awards over to the Scholarship 
and Loan Com'11ittee which 
selects recipient". In order 
to receive one of the;;" aW<lrds 
a studenr m:lst be rc)(istercc: 
full time and mJSt hav~' .It 
least a 3.0 avera!!:e. Many of 
these award" arc given on 
scholastic achievement rather 
than on need. 
Student::; who hav~' pre-reg-
istered may obtain a defer-
ment of fees through this of-
fice, provided they have a 
valid reason. 
Fall Term Hours 
Begin at Library 
FaH term hours begin at 
Morris Library Wednesday, 
according to Ferris S. 
Randall, acting librarian. 
Regular hours will be from 
7:45 a.m. to 10:30 p.m. Mon-
day through Friday. Saturday 
hours will be from 8 a.m. to 
10:30 p.m. 
Sunday the library will be 
open from 2 to 10:30 p.m., 
Randall said. 
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
Book Store 
Bowling Lanes 
Food Service 
Recreation Room 
Student Activities 
~Ieeting Rooms 
TV Room 
Lounge 
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I I Arena Registration Guide \ Course in Nuclear Physics 
Is New Addition This Term 
Last Resorl •• Study 
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w ~Ike'n, the home of: 
*CRICKETEER natural shoulder suits 
*DON RICHARD CLASSIC natural shoulder suits 
*THE GOLDEN G natural shoulder suit 
B!tuering Up Prof Is an Old Game *CRICKETEER natural shoulder sport coats *CON RICHARD CLASSICS natural shoulder sport coats and Blazers 
By Ed Pluzynski 
Butter and snow are part of 
the academic scene at SIU. 
In the course of one's aca-
demic career. one observes 
these used as tactical ap-
proaches in one's dealings 
With the faculty. 
"Buttering up the prof" is 
a nicey. nicey way of saying 
what is meant. It is more 
clear if one says "giving him 
the snow job" or "conning 
him out of a grade." 
There are several ways that 
a new freshie can go about 
using these unethical tactics. 
But remember, freshmen 
should be extremely careful 
because the old, experienced 
prof is very aware of the 
obViOUS methods. 
More important than any-
thing, try to make your prof 
feel extra imponant. Ask 
questions that he can answer, 
then act amazed when he knows 
the answer. Give him the 
idolizing treatment. Profs 
really love rhis. 
Another way that will help 
you pass is to tell the prof 
a success story. Take, for 
,example, :tn English teacher 
, who recently explair.ed the 
• outline for writing a book re-
I view or term paper. 
Make an appointment to see 
him at his office. Ask him if 
: he remembers giving that 
tspecific outline in class. Then, 
lexplain how a week after he 
told you how to write a book 
i review, you had some practi-
!cal experience in another 
i class, 
Tell him how you got the 
I=reviews back yesterday and 
~~~atcfa~~:s T~:s t~~~h~ste~~~ 
made your theme an example Listen to his viewpoints. 
for the entire class to follow. compliment hfih and act as if 
Your prof is ready for the you had nevertbought about 
kill now. You could ask him the subject tbat way before. 
to do almost anything for YOI1. The prof naturally will bave 
Nothing goes over better with his ego boosted' and wU1 in-: 
profs. This flatters their egos tellectually continue the dis-
completely; it gives them cussion. Latei'; after JOu bave , 
furtber,' reason' for teaching. created some rlqlPOrt betWeen 
Now ~b~,~",m feel,Uk~:a real ~~~!rof and:!:r~. be ~~' 
su~~~:.r:(1::!~~~:~~:v~ j, the kin~g~~ :~~p~~:1~~,lf.~~ 
added advantageovertlieboYIl~ ~,' ,There,IB',~;.t~ntf,tbat'!lll:' 
This 11USpecially t~ Iftbelr, • freshm~ mu.~,tJll'lembei'i If" 
physical·make up is' sucb ~s you find ,O~1~~""'imo1llfni"i' 
to attract" the old, the lov~ 'the ,prof won·t' work, ,ry: 
starved lind the near-sighted~ studying. Readfngthematerlal., 
Girls. make it a point to sit and taking good notes em 
in the front row or as near also prove to be an advantage. 
the prof as possible. At least Many times this simple 
make it possible for him to get method alone can help you to 
*THE GOLDEN G natural shoulder Blazer 
*PLYMOUTH rain wear-with or without liners 
*HAGGER plain front taper style slacks 
*LEVI plain front taper style slacks 
, *ARROW University fashion, taper sport and dress shirts 
"*JANTZEN collegiate sweaters 
*LAKELAND jackets 
*FLORSHEIM,AND JARMAN shoes 
, *INTERWOVEN socks 
*JOCKEY underwear 
J.Y. WALKER -
100 W. JACKSON 
SONS 
a good view of your legs. When pp:a!!s:!s~. ~o;:r.!e:!v~e!!n.:··:!a~c!e:,:"~a~c~o:!!ur!::s~, e!: •...:======================::: he looks your way, which will r 
be most of the time, give him 
an occasional reassuring 
smili!. 
Orice or twice dU~'ing the 
quaner, girls. stop by his 
office. Appear interested and 
let him know that you admire 
him more than any teacher 
you've had before. 
After this treatment, your 
prof probably will be so 
flattered that any request will 
seem within reason. 
Boys and girls, never miss 
the chance to have coffee with 
your profs. Never bypass an 
opportunity like this. You 
might see teacher on the way 
to the University Center 
around to o'clock; ask if you 
can join him for coffee. 
If the conversation leans 
towards the course material 
and you know little about it, 
then quickly change the subject 
by asking about something you 
know he will be able to answer. 
SEAT THE RUSH 
Pick up your 'official' P.E. Equipment 
Girl's E. R. ~Qore Gym Suits $5.25 
Girl's Gym Oxfords From $2.95 
Men's Gym ~hoes From $4.95 
Men's Maro~n Gym Trunks From $1.25 
Official SIU T-Shirts .98 
YELLOWS - ARE· SOUGH'T - BY - PEOPLE - OF. THOUGHT 
Me~'s and Women's Bc;t,wling Shoes $4.95 up 
,Nyjon.:~"qJk9$:,and Jackets,~$6.95 up , 
g. 
01 
tt 
51 
m 
\V: 
sC 
Welcome to SIU 
YELLOW CAB CO'~~f'~1'f~~~ 
Phone 457 -812l:~~.:<:t ",j;":';' , ' 
. ~-: .-~.~- .. 
DC PR ESIDEMT 
,~,.,:~if:d:)r!ii~,~f,~~~,,~,~~*:~,:,:,~~:,:,:":'·:':\fL'~h~:~-"i";;,j,;:;:;i :"'-.~' , 5:=;'ii " '!jfJ;:,S,w,ea';~,:,S, IrIs $2.95 <f~rcf~,~!~mTi/~;:;R~S MART 
~ :;: ...... - ... " "'-:-'-
718' s. ILLINOIS "NEAR THE CAMPUS' 
\f....;P;.;H;.;.I;.;;L;.;.I~P..;.M..;.,..;K.;.I.M.M.E.L _______ .C.A.R.B.O.H.D.A_L.E;.,' .IL.L ..... 1. __________________________________ _ 
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Unessential Cars, High Grades 
Not Compatible, Says Zaleski 
PARKING "")ES - The motcx vehicle is 8ft in-
tegl'al part of the American scene, but it pases 
a problem to the municipalities and universities 
throughout the land. Stu is no ex.::eption. Fcx 
many, use of the automobile on campus is 
banned by policy and regulation; for those who 
have the privilege. the problem becomes GIIe of 
where to park the car. Both the "haves" and 
the "bave-nots" have their transportation pro-
blems; the early bird gets the wla"m and, in lhis 
instance, the worm is represented by a parking 
place like one in this 
It is doubtful that anyone 
today would swap a kingdom 
for a horse. but obviously a 
lot of students would give a 
good five-point average for a 
car. 
That may just beonereason 
why the University rules out 
cars for most students. In all 
probability a lot of potential 
five - point grade averages 
'h';e ridden to their doom over a~ of twinpipes. 
But the car regularionl\ 
really aren't as horrible as 
they may sound. 
"If a car is neejed and 
deemed essential we can 
authorize the motor vehicle 
pr:tv~lege:' said Joseph Za-
leski, assistant dean of stu-
dem affairs. . 
"If the University. is going 
to provide opportunities to 
students of moJerate income 
families. an unessential car 
is not compatible with educa-
tion:' he added. 
For the most pan SIU does 
not permit students to have 
cars on the campus. The 
pflilosophy tbat a motor ve-
hicle is not compatible with 
education is the reason behind 
this decision. 
The regulations state that 
only "graduate students. 
married students. com-
WELCOME SIU STUDENTS 
We Invite YOU •.• 
to open a Saluki Checldng -Account 
with us. 
J.II .... St.d .... 
PAY TO THE 
OJU)zaoF 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
CAJmoNDAJ.E.iLL. 
5 
No. 
7()'379 
8i2 
~.ILL. ______ 19 __ _ 
Account Mo. 786-287.2 
With a SALUKICHECK checking account 
you poy only $1.50 for a book of 20 checks. 
Ther. is no extra service charge. 
For convenience and thrift, stop in today 
and get all the details. 
ST 
NATIONAL BANK "Jackson County's Largest Bank" 
101 N. W tuhington Carbondale 
FREE PARKING FOR CUSTOMERS 
muters, and students with ei-
ceptional need" will be per-
mined to use a motor vehich 
Many students feel th~~ 
whatever the need. their cir-
cumstances are tne mo~ 
pressing. A working studel't 
may be granted the motor ve-
hide privilege, "If his incom 
is substantially in excess l·t 
operaring expenses of th. 
automobile based on a ratt 'Ji 
seven cents a mile," com· 
menfed Zaleski. 
Zdleski related one incidenr 
where the student alleged it 
was necessary for him to hav.-
his $7,000" Jaguar at schoo: 
so ,that he CDuld go to work, 
"This was a case where th, 
car was Incompatible with th·· 
student's education," ZaJesk, 
added. 
"The relatively low cost (" 
room, board and books make 0 
an automobile not compatible 
to low cost of4ducation," Za-
leski said. 
The only change in the motor 
vehicle regulations for the 
1964-65 school year is that 
st~s not living at hom e 
but beyond the two-mile lim it 
will be eligible for silver 
stickers and not red ones. This 
means, according to Zaleski, 
they may park on city streets 
but not on the Campus driv", 
until after 5 p.m. 
The working student has 
presented some problems too, 
according to Zaleski. 
"A spot check of 15 job 
holders revealed 12 of them 
were either not on the job. 
had never worked there or had 
quit." 
These students bad securec 
permits for their cars under 
the pretense that they needed 
the car for their job and the 
job was necessary for them to 
continue their educa1 ion • 
... think we could eliminate 
the car problem." added Za-
leski. "by permitting every-
one to have a car under onE: 
condition. Under this condition 
the students would pay $250 
per quarter extra to a scholar-
ship fund for capable students 
to continue their education. 
The decision would then be 
left up to the student whether 
the car is necessary." 
Under this solution com-
muters living at home and thp 
disabled would be excluded. 
A second solution offered 
by Zaleski would be a bus 
system running in all direc-
tions from the campus per-
mitting students to live wher,. 
they wished. Again commuter' 
living at home and sever 
disabilit}l cases would be ex 
cused irom riding the bu.'. 
According to Zaleski. ca r 
are still the No. 1 problem . 
the campus. 
Orientation Set 
Wednesday for 
Faculty ~Iemhers 
An orientation program f 
new full-time faculty mer 
bers from both the Carbond a· 
and Edwardsville campus( 
will be held here Wednesda\ 
Nearly 200 new facul: 
members will meet in thel 
departments in the mornin~ 
After a coffee break, a lectur 
will be given by William : 
McKeef~ry. Dean of Acaderni 
Affairs. at 11 o'clock in Browr 
Auditorium. 
They will be guests at 
noon luncheon in the Univer 
sity Center Ballroom wi· 
President Delyte W. Morr· 
as speaker. 
The afrernoo.'1 will be s; 
in interdisciplinary mc-d·· 
and on bus tOUi·S of thc· cam, 
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PARKING AREAS - This map shows the parking lots 
on the SiU campus. The area shaded darkest indi-
cates p::nking for vehicles with blue decals; the next 
darkest indicates Ule space reserved for ve-
hides with red decals. The lightest shade represents 
space for cars with silver decals. In addition to the 
parking lots shown here, street parking is permitted 
next to the outer curb of Campus Loop DTive. from the 
area of the Power Plant to the vicinity of Mill Street. 
Tickets Await Vialators 
SIU Gets Tough on Parking Rules 
Tbe University will put 
"teetb" into its parking regu-
lations. That's the word from 
Edward McDevin. supervisor 
of the Parking Section. 
Students have until Sept. 
26 to register their cars. Then 
they must remove them from 
the campus or face fines 
and/or possible disciplinary 
action. 
"Only under extraordinary 
c.rcumstances will we issue 
temporary srorage permits 
for cars," McDevitt said. "If 
a student has been :'ere a 
week or so and basn't 
registered his vehicle, we 
won't store it for him until 
be registers. He will have to 
take it home and leave it un-
til he gets it registered." 
Regulations and registra-
tion cards are available to auto 
owners at the Parking Section 
office on Harwood Avenue. 
McDevitt said Security Of-
ficers will start writing tick-
ets for violations about Sept. 
28. Cars not havi ng decals will 
be ticketed. 
Blue stickers are being is-
sued for vehicles belonging to 
faculty and staff members and 
teaching graduate assistants. 
Red stickers are for commut-
ing students and nonteaching 
gr'lduaw students. Silver de-
cals are for uff-campus park-
ing and lor using the campus 
parking lots after 5 p.m. 
Orange decals a:re issued [0 
students wbu work off campus, 
and who must use their cars 
in such employment. Cars With 
these stickers must be parked 
in deSignated areas. YeUow 
stickers are issued to students 
who have jobs on weekends. 
Vehicles With these decals 
may park on campus parking 
lots only after 5 p.m. 
Pointing up the stiffer policy 
on regulations, McDevitt said 
red decals for commuters will 
be limited this fall. Married 
students who live farther than 
two miles out of town and com-
muters who live at home With 
parents who reside more than 
two miles outSide Carbondale 
may receive these decals. 
A student who lives as far 
away as Chicago but who com-
mutes to campus from. say. 
Murphysboro or Carterville. 
will receive a silver stici'er, 
not a red one. McDevitt says. 
Vehicles with silver stick-
ers will not be allowed to park 
on Campus Drive between MiU 
Street and the Physical Plant. 
Security Officer Thomas L. 
Leffler said. 
The large parking lot east 
of Wham Education Building 
will be used only by cars with 
blue faculty stickers, accord-
ing to Leffler. After 5 p.m. 
cars With stickers of any 
color may park on any Uni-
versity lots. Leffler said. 
He e mph a s i zed that 
graveled lots ad j ace n t to 
Chautauqua (temporary) bar-
racks and a limited number 
Journalism Dept. Offers Workshop 
Advisers and editors of high 
scbool publications will meet 
on the SIt! campus Oct. ::-, for 
the tenth annual fall workshop 
sponsored by the SIU Depart-
ment or Journalism. 
(t.ief dim of rhl: workshop 
,ill be to h,,)p the new high 
school publication adviser, 
·'ccordi nl( [() the dire'eror, W. 
~Aanion Ricc. 
Those attending will study 
make-up of yc:arbooks. adver-
tising sales. layouts. news, 
feature. ediiorial and sports 
writing. 
Journalism faculty mem-
bers and other persons ex-
perienced in adviSing about 
yearbooks '1nd high school 
newspapers wiII assist Rice 
'.I;irh rhe wnrkshoD. 
of parking spaces between the 
practice baseball diamond and 
Mill Street are for cars With 
blue stickers only. OtlJer cars 
will be ticketed. 
Student registration began 
Sept. 2. Faculty and Slaffreg-
istration started Aug. 25. By 
Wednesday. 1.783 decals had 
been issued. according to 
McDeVitt. 
.. After we finish registering 
cars, we're going to start on 
other motorized vehicles. he 
said. He reminded students 
with motorcycles. motor-
bikes, golf carts and scooters 
that they must have a valid 
state license to register 
vehicles. 
Matt Hall, compositor in the 
University Printing SerVice, 
said a state chartered group 
named Cycle Sport Inc.. had 
offered to help inspect for 
safety all such vehicles. 
Hall. secretary treasurer of 
the organization. said the club. 
organized this year. was con-
cerned about increased usage 
of such vehicles on campus and 
in their safe operation. 
"Several students are 
members of our organ-
ization," he said. 
McDevitt said the Parking 
Section would work with the 
Cycle Sport club to inspect 
for proper lighting, brakes. 
mufflers, etc. He said there 
would be no deadline for in-
spection of these vehicles. 
"We have to work out plans 
and specification for the 
inspection. ,. 
Send The Campus News Home 
Keep them 
informed with 
a subscription 
sent to your home. 
only term 
6°0 year 
See a CAlLY EG,{~TlAN 
representative today 
for yoursP 
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~' '~" ~!~~~i!'! ~od~!~ ~.~!X~,~!~, ! ~~h~On ~':.~!.~ "n-Olympi< busy weekend--he qualified in the elimination competition. the NCAA championship, was type, performance on the bars. ~ n for the U.S Olympic gym- An Shurlock of Los Angeles among the six male and three The appearance of the gym-...... ~ nastics team dnd appeared on is rhe No. 2 man on the U.S. female Olympic gymnasts nasts was to help raise funds 
---1. # a national television program team. He scored 227.2 poims. picked to appear on thE'Holly- to send the team to Tokyo. 
. ...... ,.. with Debbie Reynolds. Each qualifier had to com- wood Palace program Satur- VTI Registration 
~, Mitchell, NationalCollegiate pete in all events to place on day night. 
.•... . . _.' ;.;~ Athletic Association tumbling the team. In the competition, Actress Debbie Reynolds, Begins at Arena 
'. . . . champion, tied for third place Mitchell tied Sakamoto ill the hostess for the show, intro-
.,0 on the seven-man U.S. team. optional rouline, the only event duced each of the gymnasts Vocational_ Technical Insti-
".~... He and Air Force Lt. Greg in which the young Californian while they performed in- tute students will be re-
Weiss each scored 226.75 was closely challenged. dividually in one of their gistered and adVised at the 
points in the competition at Each ofthesevenmenpicked specialties. SIU Arena today and Wednes-
Los Angeles. for the team will compete At the end of the per- day. 
Makola Sakamoto, a 17- in all events in the Olympics, formances, the male gymnasts From Thursday on they will 
year-old Los Angeles boy. will which coaches explain makes grabbed Miss R e y n 0 Ids, repon to rhe VTI campus 
head tbe American team in selecting a team more difficult. boosted her up on the high bar for registration and advise-
RUSTY MITCHELL the Tokyo Olympics next Mitchell, kingpin of last and helped her through a brief. mente 
Bowling Green 
Ground Attack 
Trounces SIU 
Bowling Green won its sixth 
straigljt victory over SIU on 
Saturday as it unleashed a 
powerful ground attack to spoil 
Don Shroyer's debut as head 
Saluki football coach. 
The Bowling Green Falcons 
triumphed 35-12 despite 
a spons Illustrated prediction 
of a strong SIU grid squad 
ior '64. 
The defeat doesn't neces-
sarily dim this prediction, in 
the opinion of Fred Huff, SIU 
spons information director. 
The Falcons were simply 
bigger and better than SIU, 
Huff said. 
Shroyer's squad drOVe for 
97 yards on the ground, r.om-
pared [0 247 yards for Bowling 
Green. Bowling Green also 
beat SIU in air yardage, gain-
ing 177 to SIU's 127. 
SIU made both its touch-
downs on passes as quarter-
back Jim Hart connected with 
running back Rich Weber in 
the second quarter. and 
reserve quarterback Doug 
Mougey tossed to halfback 
Charlie Warren in the founh 
quarter. 
Statistics 
BG Stu 
First downs 20 12 
Y ilrds rushing 247 97 
Yards passing 177 i27 
Passes attempted 13 21 
Completions 5 10 
Interceptions 2 0 
Fumbles lost 0 0 
Yards penalized 68 75 
Mishap Claims, 
Student's Life 
One SIU student was killed 
and two others in.jured in 
separate car accidents be-
tween summer and fall term. 
A fourth person, a former 
student. was also killed in one 
of the accidents. 
Dale E. Rodemich. 24, of 
Millstadt was killed Sept. 14 
when his car collided with a 
truck near Chester. He was 
apparently returning from 
visiting with a friend in the 
Murphysboro area, according 
to authorities. 
Larry R. Goldsmith. 21, of 
610 1/2 S. Washington in Car-
bondale and Janet Dunn, 19. 
of Du Quoin were hospitalized 
with serious injuries Sept. 12 
when a car in which they were 
passengers crashed on Rt.13. 
B')th were taken to Doctors 
Hospital. 
Killed in the second acci-
dent was the dri1rer ofthe car, 
lames E. Mohar. Jr., 20, of 
Cam!Jria. He had attended SIU 
for three years. 
Goldsmith is a senior and 
works parttime in the SIU 
Post Office. Miss Dunn is a 
sophomore at the University. 
BILLIARD 
Illinois at Jackson St. 
'Carbondale Phone 549-3776 
WELCOME STUDENTS 
For Guys ar.-d Gals ... 
-SNACK BAR 
... HI, FACULTY 
• BRUNSWICK GOLD CROWN EQUIPMENT 
• Stop by and pick up your Kue & Karom Card 
for FREE Drin/, and Game Time. 
HOURS: Monday - Saturday, 9 a.m. to Midnight Sundays, 2 p.m. to Midnight 
KUE & KAROM 
Corner Illinois & Jackson 
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Yea, Rah, Team! 
That's The Spirit 
SChOOl spirit at SIU is at crossroads. 
Most likely the support shown this year's 
athletic teams wi11 determine the future of 
sports at Southern Illinois University for years 
to come. 
For the first time in the history of the school's 
intercollegiate athletic competition students are 
being asked to show their support financially. 
In the past students have been compelled to 
finance the athletiC program through an in-
- irect--and compulsory--method of paying an 
ctivity fee. 
, Beginning this season, however, students will 
e given a choice: the choice of supporting 
heir athletic teams or letting them die. 
In ;1ddition to the activity fee, students are 
his year required to pay admiSSion to the 
ajor athletic events. A season ticket to all 
lthletic events is being sold for $6. 
By purchasing the season pass, students will 
Je making their contribution to the tremendous 
nvestment being made in S[U's athletic 
lepartment. 
T he two latest installments are Coach Don 
;hroyer. who has been added to head the foot-
l)aIl staff, and the SIU Arena, which will house i )asketbaIl, gymnastics and wrestling events. 
Others busy preparing for the coming season 
,re the Marchin,. Salukis, the cheerleaders 
"nd. 'Jf COUL5C, members of the: Saluki f·)ot-
ball team, who have been sweltering througb 
practice drills since spring term. 
Hundreds of students will work behind the 
scenes this year, as in tbe past, to attempt 
to makE" the 1964-65 season the greatest in 
the school's history. 
But the success of this year's athletiC sea-
son will be more dependent tban ever upon 
the individual student. 
By attending the athletic contests the student 
will not only cast a vote of confidence to South-
ern's expanding athletic department, "Ie will 
also be paying for the new Arena, whicb is to 
serve as a drawing card for better players 
and bigger teams. 
As SIU begins its second year as an ath-
letically independent university, officials 3.re 
hopeful that entrance into a major athletic 
conference is in the near future. 
Southern's chance of entering such .1 con-
ference depends on the students' finanCial 
and moral support of the teams. 
Even though financial backing is necessary 
to sUPpOrt one's team, moral support-in the 
form of school spirit-is even more vital to 
make that team a winner. 
As always, leaders will be on hand to arouse 
spirit among the fans: energetic cheerleaders 
will be sporting new ideas and new uniforms. 
strutting m;1jor"'tt'~5 will l~ld onto th" fiF!ld 
a sharply dressed marching band, and agile 
gymnast John Rush will turn the Saluki mascot 
into a crowd-pleaser. 
The Saluki dogs, Ornah and Burydown, wiII 
be there with a scent for victory. 
Students will be offered the opportunity [0 
participate actively in an exhibition of spirit 
in the card section or in the group known 
as the Noisy Nomads. 
And fans will once again observe how school 
spirit can transform midgets in[O giants, 
meekness into courage and losers into winners. 
T he football field and the basketball courts 
are not, however, the only places on a college 
campus for students to exhibit their <;chool 
spirit. 
Living areas, classrooms and student govern-
ment all provide students opportunities to show 
their concern and support of their university. 
Yes, in many ways, school spirit will remain 
the same sign that it bas been for centuries: 
a sign of pride in one's school and faith In one's 
team. 
Yet, the success of the 1964-65 athletiC cam-
paign will more likely be measured on the basis 
of student support rather tban team records. 
You're in the starting llneup. 
Play ball! 
Ric Cox 
DAIU EGYPTIAN 
Student Body Has Strong Voice 
But Getting Action Isn't Easy 
By F.L. Masha with well-defined offices and that a petition with 3,500 
powers:' And if it were not signatures for a radio station 
The two - paragraph pre- an adVisory body, the presi- with sarvice directly to the 
amble to the constitution of dent of the student govern- dormitories was submitted to 
the SIU student government ment probably would have the University by his prede-
defines its role as "adVisory more work than the president cessor, Dick Moore. 
to the University administra. of the University! "Nothing has bappened. We 
tion in all functions directly "We can discuss the re- have reached a dead end on tbis 
affecting the student body:' solve on any matter about tbe issue, and there is nothing we 
This adVisory role often University:' said PatMicken. can dO:' said Micken. 
leads to the criticism that president of the Student Gov- Wbat is the student govern-
the Student Council is some- ernm~nt. "But in reality we menl for? "It is the official 
thing akin to a "coffee and bave very little power:' channel of student opinion," 
cookie club:' While it is true Some I!tudents campaign Micken said. "The student 
tbat a number of the meet- vigorously for ,Office, deter- government gives recommen-
ings are marked by a lot of mined to bring about changes. dations to the Board of 
talk and Uttle action, the They generally end up cooling Trustees. but there is no 
council provides an important off in frustrarion. guarantee tbat action will be 
function, It is, in a sense, Micken pointed out one taleen:' 
the voice of the students. issue, for example, on which Since June 13, when Micken 
Septembel' 22, 1964 
The constitution is an 11- the student government has took office, the administration 
page document, longer than the come to a deadlock with the ad- has not solicited opinion from 
United States's constitution. ministration. He pointed out the student government. 
r-::::====::::::=============:-.., The only major thing that the student government 
PAT MICKEN 
'Don't JUl' Complain' 
actLie. eiz. 
footprint of 10 tons 
traveling fast for 11%~ a mile! 
Small spot for a big job! Not even the touch of 
a ballerina's slipper leaves so tiny a mark. 
Yet this is the actual size of the impress on a 
rail of the wheel of an Illinois Central freight car, 
a wheel carrying 10 tons or more at perhaps 60 
miles an hour. 
This small area of surface friction between 
wheel and rail makes railroad transportation fun-
damentally economical. Nothing ca:1 beat it. 
Except more efficient railroading. 
You'll see many new and larger freight cars 
rolling on the Illinois Central this year. And each 
wheel will rol/ easily on a spot smaller than a 
penny. Which is nearly all we collect ($0.0114), 
on the average, to haul a ton of freight one mile. 
To achieve more economical transportation for 
you and all the people of Mid-America, the 
Illinois Centrat is spending $35 million for 
improvements this year, bringing our total since 
World War" to $485 million. 
ILLINDIS 
CENTRAL 
RAILRGAD 
WAYNE A. JOHNSTON 
President 
\ 
'\ 
_MAIN LINE OF MID-AMERICA 
handles with any reasonable 
assurance that its recom-
mendations will be accepted 
is the distribution of monies 
from the student activity fees. 
Pat Micken Seeks Solutions, 
Looks for Willing Workers 
Under the present set-up, 
organizations and depart-
ments seeking a sbare of the 
money paid in by students for 
activities must submit a 
budget request for each year. 
A council committee studies 
the requests and recommends 
to the council how much money 
to allot. The council then rec· 
ommends to the Board of 
Trustees how the money 
should be allotted. 
Of course, the trustees do 
not have to follow the recom-
mendations. However, they 
generally do. 
Does all this mean that the 
student government is just 
a "paper tiger"? Not exactly. 
It provides the University ad-
ministration with some idea of 
what the students are thinking 
about, and it prc.vides a train-
ing ground. for the processes 
of government and leadership 
for the students involved. 
Welcome 
Students 
and 
Faculty 
.•. Sea Foods 
..• Italian Foods 
..• Sondwiches'& 
Plate lunches 
_ •• ('" .. t~rinK to parlirs. banqupts 
& re-c,.-ptions. Ope-n from noon un-
til midni5:ht. 
Little Brown Jug 
Steak House 
Ph. 457.2985 
119 Horth Washington 
Pat Micken, the soft-
spoken, unassuming president 
of SIU's student body, believes 
that student government can 
be an effective force if people 
will do more than just com-
plain that "nothing is being 
done." 
And he has at least a partial 
solution for getting things 
done. 
"One day a student came 
into the office complaining 
about the quality of goods in 
the vending mac h i n e s," 
Micken recalled. "I carefully 
listened to his story and then 
appointed him chairman 
to investigate v end i n g 
machines." 
The moral of that story 
might be "don't complain un-
less you ar~ prepared to do 
sometlJing about it." ~Hck~n 
wants students to come to 
him with their legitimate 
complaints. Naturally he 
hopes he can convince the 
complainer to help seek a 
solution to the problem. 
Micken acknowledges that 
one of the major problems he 
will have his fall is finding 
the students who are willing 
to take time to serve on the 
student government's various 
a ppo i n ted boards and 
commissions. 
Since Micken was elected 
at the end of the spring term 
and th>:! student government is 
inactive during the summer, 
most of the appointed posts 
still remain unfilled. For 
AFROTC Band to Play 
Saturday in Murphysboro 
Southern's Air Force ROTC 
band will perform in Murphys-
boro Saturday in the first of 
its appearances for the fall 
term. 
Three other engagements 
are scheduled at Centralia, 
Sparta ?!'d Cape Girardeau, 
Mo. 
WANTED 
STUDENTS!! 
To canvass for St. Louis Post 
Dispatch subscriptions. Apply 
in person to ••• 
Reno's News Agency 
209 E. Main - Carbondale 
example, tbere are a number 
of jobs, such as the Election 
and International Affairs com-
miSSioners, that have to be 
filled and at least 50 other 
students are needed to fill 
other positions with varying 
degrees of authority and 
duties. 
"It is quite a job finding 
people to fill these posi-
tions, II Micken said. 
, "There are many persons 
who want to see an effective 
student government, and I in-
tend to put the resources at 
my disposal to work," he 
added. 
In addition to allthese posts, 
there are 24 positions in stu-
dent government to be filled 
in the Fall election. 
Micken a senior majoring 
in speech, attended University 
School before E:nrolling at SIL'. 
His father, Ralph Micken, is 
chairman of the Department 
of Speech. 
His vice-president, Donald 
Grant, is a senior majoring 
in government. Grant is from 
Springfield. He is a member 
of Phi Kappa Tau social fra-
ternity and was its president 
in 1963. 
Others elected to the Stu-
dent Council during the Spring 
election were: 
Judy Meyer, off - campus 
organized women's senator; 
James Tucker, off - campus 
organized men's senator; 
David Simpson, committee 
senator; Ken Boden, out-of-
rown senator; Jim Matheny, 
Southern Acres senator; Irina 
Carter, Small Group Hous-
ing women's senator; Dennis 
Mulligan, Small Group Hous-
ing men's senator; Bill 
Farouki, foreign student's 
senator; Ric Cox, Thompson 
POint senator. 
Only half the officers of th€ 
El(ecutive Council of the Off-
Campus Students Associatior 
(previously the Off-Campu; 
President's Council) havt 
been elected. The other hal: 
will be elected in OctL.~er. 
Officers of the Area Repre-
senatative Council will be ap-
pointed at this time. 
The present officers of thE 
Executive Council are DaVE 
Kelch, John Hawk, Brian T 
McCauley, Dan Heldman 
Ginger Macchi, Martin Pflanz 
Trish Packenham, and Jame' 
Tucker. Roger Hanson i 
president of the association 
and John Johnson is the vic, 
president. 
"There isn't much powe 
in the student government. 8L 
then; is an unlim ited 0]::]:>')" 
tUlJit)' for actiVity," ~.lick~ 
said. 
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• In Strawberry Patch SIU Started as Building 
. r Students Escaped Grind 
! At Carter's 'Jelly Joint' 
By Carole Dael"ch 
Four score and fifteen years 
ago our forefathers brought 
forth to this city a university 
and they calleO it Southern 
Illinn;" Normal University. 
But it was a far cry from 
the mushrooming SIU of today. 
I The Normal Building--the only bUilding--stood in what . was once a huge strawberry pat(!h. After the Normal 
Building, the present Old 
, Main, burned in 1883. classes 
were held in rooms furnished 
, 
by various Carbondale bust-
: 
nessmen. Four years later it 
was rebuilt and once again 
was ready for classes. 
j By 1904 two more buildings 
had been added: Wheeler Li-
br:u;.y and Old Science--now 
Altgeld. The Allyn Building, 
then the Training School, was 
finished in 1908. 
Increasi.,1'lg enrollment led to 
the construction of Anthony 
Hall, a girls' dorm, in 1913 
1965 Advisement 
Schedule Listed 
Appointments for winter 
term advisement will be made 
in the Olympic Room of the 
University Center, starting 
Sept. 30. 
Appointments will be maile 
as follows: Seniors, Sept. 30; 
Juniors, Oct. 1; General Stud-
ies students with last names 
beginning With the letters "L" 
through "Z", Oct. 2; and Gen-
eral Studies students whose 
names begin with" A" through 
"K", Oct. 5. 
and the Gymnasium in 1925. 
Parkinson Laboratory com-
pleted the quadrangle in 1928. 
SIU had no Office of Student 
Affairs or Rules and Regula-
tions book in the early years. 
But there were austere rules 
which were observed by all. 
For example, when class was 
disnHesed in Old Main, every-
one lined up in a single line 
and marched quietly up or 
down. No one was allowed 
even a whisper. 
Failure to adhere to this 
rule landed the offender in the 
president's office with a stiff 
reprimand 0 f expulsion. 
Furthermore, a student or 
faculty member couldn't leave 
the campus until all classes 
for the day had been 
dismissed. 
Smoking was taboo until the 
early 1950s. "Although when 
Carter's 'jelly joint' stood 
where Woody Hall now stands, 
students cOI!ld go there or in 
front of Old Main gate and 
smoke," said Frank Bridges, 
associate professor of health 
education. Carter's was the 
10 a.m. coffee break spot. 
A cafeteria, such as it was, 
didn't make its appearance on 
campus until 1942 and re-
mained a n overcrowded, 
grotesque looking sore spot 
until the University Center 
was built. 
Edith Krappe, professor of 
English, recalls that in the 
193Js, when the English and 
rna; h departments were on the 
third floor of Old Main, there 
was just one telephone and 
one electric light to each floor, 
ARTIST'S SKETCH OF FIRST OLD MAIN BUILDING 
"and bats in the attiC," she 
said. 
"If you think it's been hot 
this summer, you should have 
been here the summerof 1930. 
It reached 114 degrees that 
summer and there wasn't even 
a drinking fountain on the third 
floor. By the time you had 
climbed the stairs from the 
first floor to the third after 
getting a drink, you needed 
another," Mrs. Krappe said. 
Back then the summer ses-
sion consisted of two six-week 
sessions; a student could 
attend one or both of them. 
It was early rise and shine, 
though -- classes began at 
7 a.m. 
For a girl to expose her 
ankles was no longer a dis-
grace as it was in the 1890s, 
but all the girls wore some 
sort of hosiery. They didn't 
go bare-legged. 
Girls couldn't expect as 
much from a date in the '405 
as they can now. A bit of ad-
vice to freshmen lasses from 
the 1940-41 handbook goes like 
this: .. And, gals, don't expect 
a big spread every time a 
fellow asks you to go for a 
walk. College men don't have 
too much extra cash. You 
might even suggest a 'Dutch 
Treat' occasionally:' 
How much did it cost to go 
to SIU in the '40s? About $300! 
This included tuition and fees, 
room and board, lab fees, and 
spending money for the entire 
year. 
Activities consisted mostly 
of dances, organizations, and 
YM and YWr.A. The Obelisk 
was p. printed in 1914 and 
the first Egyptian came out as 
a weekly in 1920. 
When cars first came on 
campus, parking was no prob-
lem, according to Bridges. 
"You could rent parking 
spaces around the circle drive 
of Old Main. If you parked in 
the wrong space though, the 
janitor of Old Main chained 
your tires together," he 
recalled. 
LET'S GET ACQUAINTED 
STREET DANCE 
Monday, September 28 
7 :30 to 10:30 p.m. 
Dance to the music of 
TWO Great Bands 
~ 
FREf Rides Downtown on the Southern Tour Train 
Where? In the A&P and P.N. Hirsch parking lots on 
South University Avenue. Come early and stay late 
plenty 0/ room for .all. And it's all FREE I 
SO LP's 
To be given away 
in FREE DRAWING 
FREE Coca Cola 
Courtesy of Carbondale 
Coca Cola Bottling Company 
Courtesy of the . . . 
DOWNTOWN CARBONDALE MERCHANTS 
Religious Groups 
Planning E.,enls 
For New Stud.er.h 
New students entering SIU 
are be1ng welcomed by the 
various religious foundations 
and organizations affiliated 
With the University. 
Upcoming religious events 
includ", a welcoming social 
Sunday !:Iy the Newman Foun-
dation for Catholic students 
and a retreat Oct. 3 and 4 
for members of the Student 
Christian Foundation. 
The SCF serves as an inter-
denominational rei i g i 0 U s 
center for students whose 
faiths are not represented by a 
campus foundation or other 
student organization. 
IIAIL' ~~"'IIA" September 22, 1964 
. All the organizatio!1s will 
be represented in the campus-
wid,~ "Wheel's Night" Oct. 9. 
BOATING IS ONE OF THE MANY ACTIVITIES AVAILABLE AT 11IE LAKE-ON-THE-CAMPUS 
Mud Holes No More 
See Us For "Full C .. verog." 
Auto Insurance 
Well-Equipped Lake-on-Campus Offers 
Recreation for Students and Faculty 
Overoge • Underage 
Concelled 
Financiol Responsibility Filings 
EASY PAYMENT PLANS 
3.6 or 12 M.,nths 
FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
POLICIES 
FRANKLIN 
INSURANCE 
AGENCY 
703 S. III1"ois Ave. 
Phone 457·4461 
By Ed Pluzynski 
The Lak.~ - on - the - Cam-
pus today probably is the most 
impottant center of recrea-
tion and activity at SIU. if 
you don't count the University 
Center. But it wasn't always 
that way. 
"I remember Thompson 
Lake. as it was called back 
in 1951:' explained Walter 
Coonan, an SIU alumnus ... At 
that time it wasn't really a 
lake, but more like a smelly 
slough." 
That's when the lake was 
Carbondale's lake, he added. 
"Students just didn't go 
there."' 
If students wanted to go 
swimming in 1953 they could 
easily do so because the newly 
constructed University pool 
had just been opened. 
Before 1953 the only swim-
ming done around Carbondale 
was at Crab Orchard Lake or 
Litrle Grassy Lake. Buses 
were regularly scheduled for 
the convenience of students 
who didn't have cars. 
Today students and faculty 
alike are no longer in-
convenienced by having to 
travel 10 to 15 miles for a 
Sandy's Welcomes All 
Students - :1aculty - Staff 
Let us fit you with the latest in Jail shoe styles. 
FOR THE LADIES: 
FOR THE 8INTLEMEN: 
Guide Step shoes present tt.. 
only shoe featured at the N_ 
York World's Foir - LIVING 
LEATHER. The miracle I.Ofhe, 
thot keeps shoes n.wer looking 
5 times ionge, than shoes made 
of just ordinary leatloe,. While 
ordinary leather scuHs. scrapes. 
stains. grows old before its 
'ime ••. LlVING LEATHER keeps 
thot just shined look - shoes 
stoy newer looking 5 times 
longer. 
$12.95 
Op"" 9 '0 9 
Si)C days a · ... cek 
A wide "electian of shoes for 
the lady. Stocked h.els. flats. 
regulars. in 011 sizes. We also 
have the new Sherry heel and 
o variety of leathers. patina 
and convas. Choose from such 
brands os Hi·Society and Caol 
Notes. 
$2.99 to $5.95 
Use YOllr 
5 •. Clo;, 
Charge A ccoun t 
MURDAL E SHOPPING CIONTEK 
refreshing swim. Now they 
only need go as far as the 
Lake-on-the-Campus. 
The lake was created about 
60 years ago by damming a 
small stream. The remains of 
that old stream can still be 
seen in the ravine below the 
dam, but there are no signs 
of it any place above the dam. 
Today the lake's principal 
water !'upply is from the sur-
face runoff of its watershed. 
The lake"s surface is ap-
proximately 40 acres and its 
maXimum depth is 19 feet. At 
the time of the original 
damming, the maximum depth 
was 25 to 30 feet. Now the 
lake's average depth is nine 
feet when filled. 
The shoreline of the lake is 
irregular With a number of 
fingers running in various di-
rections. The watershed is 
well covered with all types 
of vegetation. 
The lake has been drained 
and restocked several times 
during its existence. The most 
recent draining was done in 
October, 1958. The purpose 
was to build swimming, boat-
ing and fishing facilities. 
While construction prog-
ressed for over a year, the 
Campus Lake 
Remains Open 
Facilities at the Lake-on-
the-Campus will remain in 
operation during the first por-
tion of the fall term. 
The regular schedule for the 
beach and boathouse will re-
main in effect. 
Swimming is permitted 
from 1 to 7 p.m. daily. Canoes, 
bicycles and recreation equip-
ment may be checked out at 
the boathouse daily. 
Lake-on-the-C ampus was .1 
series of mud holes and almost 
completely dry. 
Although the lake was 
scheduled to be opened in the 
Summer of 1959, it was nor 
because of a lack of water in 
the lake. However, some time 
during the fall of 1959 the 
water level increased and stu-
dents and faculty rejoiced. 
"Thompson Lake" had finall) 
been opened. 
After this grand opening. 
students found many new 
sources of recreation. Th, 
lake now had 25 fishing piers, 
seven picnic area, a boat dock. 
a gu&rded beach and swimmjn~ 
area and a public bath house. 
This newly constructed rec-
reation area was done only for 
the students' benefit, said Johl 
Lonergan, University land-
scape architect, "and n' 
school classes will be allowcl 
to use the facilities that migI-: 
hinder the students." 
"If a student wants to us-
a boat," he added, "we don' 
want the boats tied up by som-
class:' 
For those students an, 
faculty who don't like boatin 
but prefer fishing under on 
of the many shade trees alan 
the lake shore. many types (-
scaly craniate vertebrate 
will delight the angler. 
In 1950 a master's rhesi 
was written about the fis 
population in Thompson' 
Lake. The writer, Jack \\ 
West, found several speci< 
of fish in the lake. 
The following is a list ( 
the fish: bluegill, warmou[ 
bass, green sunfish. norther 
brown bullhead. wester 
golden shiner, pumpkinsee( 
western creek chubsucker 
carp, blackstripe top minno\' 
and western mosquitofish. 
Welcome to SIU 
REMEMBER 
••• Senior Portraits will b. taken from 
Monday, Sept. 28, thru Saturday, Oct. 24 
Seniors, R to Z, and all VYI 
graduates come in now. 
no appointment necessary 
Open 9 am "till 5:30 pm 
ROLANDO"S STIJJ)If:: 
'J: _ 
Multicolored Sentinel 
" 
I 
Mystery Surrounds 
Old Main Cannon 
Two of the most mysterious 
things on campus involve a 
single landmark--the cannon 
in front of Old Main. 
"Where did it come from 
in the first place?" and "Wh,~ 
paints it about twice a week? 
are two of the h3rdest ques-
~jo"S to answer this side of 
a freshman English quiz. 
Firmly planted in concrete ~i, ,. in front of the Old Main Rag 
pole--so the more energetic 
pra;,lksters can't carry it off--
the cannon maintains a dig-
nified--if colorful--silence. 
One theory dates it back 
, 
to the Civil War. The late 
. 
Eli G. Lentz. former faculty 
member, thought the Cairo 
chapter of the Grand Army of 
the Republic gave it to stu 
sometime during the 1890s. 
The GAR's Memorial Day 
I parade used to start on the 
campus each year. 
Another theory is that it 
was among 2,000 breach-
I loading cadet rifles, 100 
I sabres and two cannons given 
SIU by the War Department 
when the University esta-
blished a military depanment 
in 1878. 
What happened to the 
breach - loaders. the sabers 
and other cannon. no one 
seems to know. But everyone 
knows what happened and con-
I tinues to happen to the Old 
, Main cannon. 
"It gets about three coats 
of paint a week:' a spokesman 
for the Se(;urity Office said. 
"It's been given turpintine 
baths many times in order to 
restore it to its natural color. 
But students continue to paint 
it anyway." 
The cannon is plugged With 
cement now. But that wasn't 
until some students, a number 
of years ago, filled it with 
powder, nails, bolts, rock and 
any other thing they could find. 
lighted the fuse and ran. 
To their surprise--at least 
they claim they were 
surprised--the old girl ex-
ploded. hunling the debris 
down University Avenue, 
shattering windows in its path. 
One report has it that some 
of the debris reached Mill 
Street. 
Since that time, students 
have had to be content with 
painting it. Occasionally 
someone tries tar and feathers 
but that takes a little longer 
and the culprits don't like to 
dally. 
Perhaps they have heard of 
the time in the early 'SOs 
when two students were caught 
with paint brushes in hand 
applying a new color to the 
cannon. The following day both 
boys were reprimanded and 
had to spend several hours 
with turpentine and old rags 
scraping and cleaning. 
And to their surprise, there 
was a cannon under all that 
paint and not a .45 caliber 
pistol, as one rumor has it. 
Upperclassman Lists Don'ts 
For Benefit of Freshmen 
By Leonor Wall 
Rules, rules, rules. We all 
know that rules are made to 
be broken by those who are 
nervy enought to try it. 
There are rules to be fol-
lowed while at the table, rules 
of etiquette to follow in the 
company of others, rules of 
I smoking in proper place&, 
rules on income tax proce-
dure, rules on how to grow 
up and how not to grow up. 
But most important to the 
SiL freshman are some rules 
that may not appear in the 
official gUide books but ones 
which are important to know. 
Here is the practical list 
of don'ts: 
Impress not your teachers 
by always having an answer 
to their every question. Save 
your strength, as your grades 
are based for the most part 
on test results and not on your 
vocal endeavors. 
Volunteer not for any addi-
tional aSSignments; you will 
fi:1d that you will have suffi-
cient work to keep yourself 
busy. 
Think not that Southern is 
partyville where you can play 
around for your first couple of 
years. You had better spread 
your fun time around. or you 
will find that you will be here 
an extra year or two. 
Be not the first to use the 
vending machines. Observe 
how others use them and per-
haps you can pick up some 
pointers on the use of slugs 
instead of those precious nick-
les, dimes and quarters that 
disappear so quickly. 
Be not the first one on 
the dance floor. Just because 
you thought of yourself as an 
Arthur or Katherine Murray 
in executing those cute high 
school steps, don't think that 
YOIl will set your college 
friends on their ears. You 
wiIi find. more ohen than not, 
they will have some new steps 
that you haven't seen and you 
will show yourself to be defin-
ltely not "in.'" 
Anention fellows. If your 
father is a career Air ~orce 
man, be not too enthusiastic 
about ROTC, at least when in 
conversation wi,:h others. be-
cause many fellows are not in 
favor of it. 
Be not misled by "'hat you 
think is a fool-proof system 
in having first - class false 
identification cards. It is an 
old trick and one that is U&\J-
ally not very successful. 
It Pays To Be Inform,ell! 
Have the Newspaper of your choice 
Delivered to you Daily 
R£Nl1'S 
457-7637 NEWS AGENCY 209 E. MAIN 
CAMPUS MYSTERY - Just where the Old Main Cannon came 
from and who paints it several times a week remain the biggest 
mysteries on campus. You'll hear all sorts of tales about it, 
particularly if you are a girl, but most of them aren't true. 
Reception Planned 
For Dean Clark 
The three professional 
honor societies in education 
will sponsor a reception for 
Elmer J. Clark, dean of the 
College of Education on Oct. 
4 in the University Center 
Ballroom. 
The reception. from 2 to 5 
p.m., will be given by mem-
bers of Pi Lambda Theta for 
women. Phi Delta Kappa for 
men, and Kappa Delta Pi, 
for both men and women. 
Members of the faculty of 
the College of Education will 
receive special invitations. 
"The purposes of this ac-
tivity are to increase the fac-
ulty-student contact and to 
acquaint the Dean with honor 
students in the College o~ 
Education," said Alice Rec· 
tor, faculty adviser to Pi 
Lambda Theta. 
Flu Shots Offered 
At Health Service 
The Health Service has an-
nounced that flu shots are 
available to students, staff and 
faculty members. 
Edna A. Bradley. assistant 
director of the Health Service, 
said that interested persons 
should go to the pharmacy to 
purchase the shots. and then 
take the vaccine to the Health 
Service where it will 
be ::.dminjstered. 
\ 
Ii hours on the road - and these slacks still stay pressed! 
T;:Jilorcd in 511'/ .. Dacron polycstcr~50't .• Jrlon acr~·lic. 
THEY'RE Nt:W "DACRON'··'-"DRLON"·'! ~ew, Ullrilm~lic ,Iilcks • 
hv Hnouar l En'n ;n tbt~ rain rhf'v nf'\,"p.f losp thilt kIiif".priop. c;ease~'~ . ~l\\"ays ·stay :r'1 ~rp'at shap~! The;. ~\';.ln·t hil!,! ';,t thr~ . I 
knees. , . wrinkle t.ehind ri,;- kn~es. at the ,,"rlist or nIh", 
points of slress. \Vilsh or dr~' d",,;: them, , ,thr:y'rf: hr~"li· ,. 
ful either way, And wedr'? \Vc wnnder if It'~ i'"«ihl,, tn """,,r 
:;~~~"~~~~~'::'~":~:'.~ ":':~'; ::~.m.';:J BUY HAGGAR ULTrtAMATIC SLACKS AT: 
100 W. Jackson 
~.l_ r. 
GENE MILLER 
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Salukis to Show Pre' 
Ry Richard La Susa 
Fast backs, light and .lgile 
linemen and the accurate 
passing arm of a junior 
quarterback appear to be the 
key features of SIU's 1964 
football offensive. 
A number of new faces and 
offensive plays also will make 
their appearance in McAndn.w 
_ _ .J ~~:di~:l:!ur.:!:~t n~:~is~~~: 
LEWIS HINES University. 
- - '~'-"""".'~' ~.,.",...~" 1!IfIlS"!~~-"'-~ ~'!.' '. '~:",' - " -<:: j ./;,. ~ ti _ ." . .i~ .:~".; RI;l.~l. -~l~ J _ .. ! '__ .#_. Q p~' ~\ «:i 
RON LEONARD 
S~tl 
DOUG MOUGEY 
6.I·lI 
a~· 
BILL LEPSI 
WA YNE THAMES 
Headlining Southern's pro-
style offensive attack is junior 
quarterback Jim Hart from 
Morton Grove. 
Hart. who completed 72 of 
152 passes for 1.041 yard.; and 
14 touchdowns in his rookie 
year last season, is rated as 
one of the best quarterbacks 
in SIU history. The 6-1, 195-
pounder's chief forte last year 
was a strong and accurate 
passing arm and the ability to 
move the ball club like a sea-
soned veteran. More of the 
same is expected from Hart 
this season. 
Providing company for Hart 
in the Saluki backfield are a 
number of talented and ex-
perienced runners. 
On the basis of spring 
drills, Salukis expected to see 
.:onsiderable action in SIU's 
starting backfield alignment 
are halfback Rich Weber, full-
back Bill Fudala and flanker-
back Rudy Phillips. 
Weber, a 175-pound junior 
speedster from Mattoon. is the 
likely candidate for the start-
ing left halfback position. The 
speedy crowdpleaser was 
Southern's top rusher in his 
rookie vear laf:( season. The 
22 - year - old Weber carried 
the ball 38 times for 257 
~.111. 
EARL Q'MALLEY 
BOB TOBERMAN 
yards -- an ;Jvt:L!:": .. ' 
yards p('r carry. 
'!'he interesting thin~ 
Webt!r is, he only pia;. 
four of the Salukis nine g,: 
in 1963. In Southern's't': 
game of the season agji' 
Louisville, Weber broke 
the Saluki lineup in auspicio' 
fashion with a startling 9 
yard touchdown run against t 
Cardinals. 
The rugged little Saluki ba, 
carried the _runt of SlU' s ru-
Ding chores until he was sid 
lined With a broken jaw duri 
the Ft. Campbell conte; 
Weber showed well in spri 
drills and is expected to 
back at full strength Saturr' 
night. 
A probable starter at fu I 
back is newcomer Bill Fudai 
Fudala, a transfer stude 
from the University ofIIlin 
(Chicago), also was one of ! 
brIght spots in spring pract, 
this year. The 23-year-vl 
6-1, 225-pound junior is a fi 
blocker and a strong runr 
and is expected to provide; 
needed power running for' 
Saluki offense. 
Perhaps the most diffi 
problem facing coach 
Shroyer at this time is 
placing offensive star H. 
- .. VIC PANTALEO 
~f"",,".·<t ... , .. . .., '): .... 
t\i 
JOHN WARMELINK 
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5tyle Offense 
r\obbitt ... wilu.s~ untim, . .'ly death 
this sum "'ler deprived South-
ern oJf one of [he fine!>r pass 
catchers in the school's 
annals. (Bobbitt set an SIU 
pass-catching record with 34 
receptions good for 503 yards 
and five touchdowns last year 
and tied for the team scoring 
lead with 30 poims.) 
Hoping to fill the shoes of 
his predecessor is another 
little speedster, Rudy 
Phillips. 
Phillips, a 5-9, 175-pound 
sophomore from Decatur, is 
one of the fastest men on the 
Saluki squad. But, while speed 
is his chief asset, Phillips 
lacks experience. 
If Phillips is unable to make 
the grade, sophomores Dennis 
Geiseke and Wayne Thames 
will be given a shot at the 
flankerback position. 
Joining the flankerbacks on 
the receiving end of Han's 
passes are a number of 
veteran ends, led by returning 
lettermen Bonnie Shelton, 
Tom Massey, Mike i\IcGinnis 
and newcomer Ron Leonard. 
Shelton and Massev are the 
top candidates for the 
important split-end position. 
Borh saw considerable action 
in that capacity in 1963. Last 
~'L';)r, Shelton Lnjuycd hii' be<:t 
st'3i'On "'ioce joining th, 
Salukis in 1902. The 6-3,205-
pound senior from Columbus, 
Ga., pulled down I:> passes foc 
219 yards and five touchdowns, 
to tie for the team lead in 
scoring with 30 points. 
Massey, a sophomore from 
Runnemede, N.J., tied Shelton 
and Bobbitt for the team scor-
ing honors in 1963 when he / 
caught 20 passes good for 406 
yards and five touchdowns. 
Massey's chief assets areex-
penence, pass - catching 
ability and speed. 
Vying for the tight-end p0-
sition vacated by veteran Bill 
Lepsi (since moved to tackle) 
are McGinniS and Leonard. 
McGinnis, a 6-l, l8l-pound 
junior from Pittsfield, played 
defensive halfback last year 
but has the range and speed 
to make him a definite threat 
to capwre the tight-end spot. " 
Leonard is a 5-11, 200- ' '" 
pound transfer student from 
Chicago's Wright Junior Col-
lege who showeJ exceptionally 
well in last spring's practice. 
Leonard also displayed fine 
tackling ability and may be 
used on defense by Shroyer. 
Hoping to provide a solid 
(Continued on Page 23) 
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I. 
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NOW! PICK THE PEN 
TO JITYOUR GRIP! 
THE N~W 
PAP~R:MAl~ 
PROfl~ TRIO 
In writing, the grip makes 
the difference! Now Paper 
Mate brings you three differ-
ent shaped pens-one de-
signed to fit your grip. Ill/sky 
Grip-a sturdy pen with real 
h€'ft and weight. Rf!lular 
Grip-the popular pen with 
weight and grip most people 
want. S/i/ll Grip-a slender 
pen with a trim look and feel. 
Each pen, $1.95. 
UNIVERSITY DRUGS 
823 S. ILLrNOIS 
~.-......... "- ~ •.• - 7 
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Takes Game Seriously 
Don Shroyer Is Perfectionist 
In Demands Placed on Players 
Don Shroyer is a veteran knows the basic fundamentals 
football coach who demands of the game:' 
100 per cent from his players. Last spring's grueling 
And he expects to get it. football drills were centered 
Shroyer, who took over the mainly around fundamentals, 
reigns as head SIU football as Shroyer ran his players 
coach last January, is a de- through a series of rudimen-
termined and aggressive in- tary running, blocking and 
dividual who takes his foot- tackling drills. 
ball seriously. The second barrel in 
The new Saluld coach is an Shroyer's double-barrelled 
old hand at the game. When approach to f 00 t ball is 
SID opens its 1964 season discIpline. 
against Bowling Green Satur- "When a boy makes a mis-
day. it marks the stan of take during practice or in a 
Shroyer's 13th year as a grid game," said one of Shroyer's 
coach--five years as coach of assistants, "Don lets the play-
Carmi High School in Southern er know about it witb a cun 
minois, six as head grid injection of constructive crit-
mentor at Millikin University icism:' 
In Decatur and two as de- Shroyer has the ability to 
fensive backfield coach with chastise a boy and make bim 
the professional St. Louis like it:' add e d another 
Football Cardinals. assistant. 
A native of LovingtOn, Shroyer is a frank individ-
Shroyer came to SIU deter- ual and never hesitates to point 
mined to build a successful out players' mistakes. But 
and Rmooth-running Saluki Shroyer's method of criticism 
football machine. In order to differs from the norm. When 
achieve this goal. the 38-year- a player makes a mistake,1n-
old Saluki head master feels stead of telling the boy what 
that his players must be sub- the error was and deriding him 
jeeted to strong discipline and for making it. he expects the 
large deses of tutoring in the offender to explain the miscue 
fundamentals of football. and tell how he will avoid 
Fundamentals (the mastery making the same mistake next 
of basic football skills) and time. 
discipline appear to be the Before springdrillsopened. 
basis of Shroyer's coaching there was rumor circulating 
technique. "Shroyer," said among the football candidates 
one SIU football assistant. is that Shroyer was a "rough" 
a firm believer in fundament- coacb and that he demanded 
also and precision. He expects a lot from his players. Well. 
his players to master fund a- Shroyer is rough and he does 
mentals, and to master them demand a lot from his players. 
well:' But his boys respect him 
According to Shroyer. "no highly. 
boy can expect to be a good According to one oftbe head 
football player unless be co a c b ' sst a r players. 
it's 6.-•. -... ..... .-
to be IN!! 
liD Tapers® 
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\!Cbr ~quirr ~bop lLtb. 
Murdale Shopping Center 
"Shroyer is a firm individ-
ual who follows the old-school 
C<>'lching philosophy that the 
ma~t<>TY of fundamentals, 
stnct discipline and hard 
work, souna ..... inds and an ad-
equate amount 01 ~tban abil-
ity are the basis of " ""lind 
football team." 
"Shroyer is tbe first coach 
I've ever played ~mder that ex-
pects a player to know tbe 
answers to any questions per-
taining to his position," said 
one Saluki lineman. "You 
really have to be wide awake 
and on your toes at all times 
DON SHROYER 
or you're quickly on Shroyer's 
'black list: " the p I aye r 
added. 
In addition to Shroyer's in-
sistence on discipline and the 
mastery of fundamentals. the 
new bead coach places heavy 
emphasis on academic 
achievement. 
"Shroyer is extremely 
interested in a boy's scho-
lastic achievement," said 
backfield coach Jerry Hart. 
"Even when recruiting young 
football players, he looks for 
boys with high academic abil-
ity and interest," Hart added. 
In Shroyer's estimation, to-
day's football is so advance(! 
and complex that a team must 
be built on a foundation of 
intelligent and quick-thinking 
players, if it is going to 
a chi eve any measure of 
success. 
Shroyer, who m asters the 
English language like a pro-
fessor of linguistics, has been 
attached to football since his 
high school playing days. The 
Saluki coach starred for Mil-
likin University from 1947 to 
1950 and had a brief trial 
with the professional Chicago 
Bears of the National Foot-
ball League before turning 
to coaching in 1952. 
Shroyer, who moved his 
family trom Ferguson, Mo., 
to Carbondale this summer, 
is the father of two children--
an ll-year-old daughter, Gail, 
and an 8-year-old son, Doug. 
According to Shroyer's 
wife, Marilyn, the SIU's 
coach's life is centered around 
football. "Especially during 
football season," said "'Irs. 
Shroyer. "In the fall Don eats, 
sleeps and talks football." 
"But during the off-
season," said Mrs. Shroyer, 
"Don enjoys refinishing old 
furniture, an occasional game 
of handball and back-yard 
cookouts, with Don coac·hing 
the cooking, of course." 
How does Southern's hand-
some and hard working foot-
ball coach relax during the 
football season? "By watching 
football on television," 
chirn,=d Mrs. Shroyo;:r. 
Bulldoser. Replace Goal. 
Play Areas Are Limited 
For Intramural Program 
The fields will be dif-
ferent but the sports will be 
the same as SIU's intramural 
athletic program rolls into 
high gear next month. . 
Construction on the cam-
pus has nibbled available play-
ing fields to practically 
nothing. Play will probabl} 
take place on the fields south 
of the lake, accordingtoGlenn 
(Abe) Martin. head of intra-
mural athletics. 
Six sports will be on the 
fall schedule. They will in-
clude an estimated 3,400 men, 
Martin said. 
Hole-in-one golf wfll tee off 
the program on Oct. 8. Martin 
expects about 35 men to par-
ticipate in this event. 
Flag football will begin the 
following day, with a'l esti-
mated 1,600 participants. the 
largest number of all the fall 
intramural sports. It will be 
played on the "six or seven 
fields" south of the lake-
on-the-campus. 
the afternoon. We tried this 
this summer and it worked out 
fine. I think this is something 
we can look forward to." 
Bowling, second in the num-
ber of participants. provides 
recreation for about 500 men. 
There will be about 65 to 70 
'earns, with about seven or 
eight on each team, Martin 
said. 
In addition to the two major 
intramural sports, about 40 
men will participate in 
badminton. 
Wrestling will also be 
offered on the program. Mar-
tin said that he expects 145 
boys to participate. The 
standard college weight divi-
Sions will be used. 
Basketball. long a popular 
sport in Southern illinoiS will 
bring out an estimated 1,000 
participants when it gets under 
way in the latter part of the 
quarter. 
OPPONENTS' VIEW? - In what appears to be a is likely to change greatly, however, when the 
shot made by an opponents reconnaisance flight, Salukis take to the field against the Louisville 
the Saluki football team members seem to be Cardinals in the first home game Saturday. 
mere specks on the gridiron. The perspective (Photo by Richard Prillaman) 
"I think it would be ideal 
to be able to play the outdoor 
sports in the afternoon and at 
night," said Martin. "There 
are so many boys with after-
noon and night classes who 
aren't able to participate in 
"We will need about eight 
courts." Martin said. "Each 
team will have to play twice a 
week. We will try to rotate the 
teams so they are able to play 
on an the courts. We hope to 
be able to use the facilities in 
the old gym. university school 
and the Arena." 
Louisville Tilt 
To Open SIU 
Home Season 
Louisville, the newest 
m~m~er of the Missouri 
Vall€'y Conference, will bethe 
Salukis first home opponent. 
When the Cardinal,; meet 
the SIU team at B p.m. Satur-
day in McAndrew Stadium, it 
will be the fir!'lt time the 
Loui!'lville team has appeared 
here. 
The Salukis took on the Car-
dinals last year in both foot-
ball and basketbaU in Louis-
ville and won both encounters. 
The Salukis, w;,o opened 
against Bowling Green last 
week while Louisville wa!'l fac-
ing Western Michigan, will 
rely heavily on accuratc-
throwing quarterback Jim 
Hart to spark their offense. 
Hart has three fine receiv-
ers in Tom Massey, fsonnie 
Shelton and Rudy PhilHp~ and 
may be able tv break his 
own passing record this fall. 
Coach Don Shroyer is ex-
pected to stick with the re-
mainder of his backfield as 
Richie Weber. Phillips and 
Monty Riffer all appear to 
be well established. 
Southern's line. which av-
erages 213 pounds per m.m. 
consists of Massey and Mike 
McGinnis at ends. Isaac Brig-
ham and Bill Lepsi atthe tack-
le positions. Mitchell Kraw-
czyk and Vic Pantaleo at the 
guard spots and Gene Miller 
at center. 
1964 
Football Schedule 
(Home games capitalized) 
Sept. 19--Bowling Green--
1:30 p.m. (EST). 
Sept. 26 -- LOUISVILLE--
B p.m. 
Oct. 3.--Tulsa--B p.m. 
Oct. 10 -- FORT CAMP-
BELL--B p.m. (Shrine Game) 
Oct. 17--Drake--l:30 n.m. 
Oct. 24--Norrhern M{chi-
gan--1:30 p.m. 
Oct. 31 -- NORTH TEXAS 
ST,\TE -- 1:30 p.m. (Ilomt."-
cr,miof!). 
:-<ov. ;--Ll l.CJIY-·~ ~.m. 
:-((}V. I ~- 'i .1, rOJ, 1_ 
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5 Good 
Reasons 
To Sank 
Here 
1. Convenience 
Closest bank to the Main Gate 
2. Complete banking services for students and faculty 
3. Checking accounts 
Provide permanent record and receipt of your 
college expenses 
4. A book of 20 'S' checks imprinted with 
your name for $1.50 
Covers all bank charges 
5. Auto bank facilities 
, I , 
:--!. 
, 
I 
, 
• <lite 
CARBONDALE NATIONAL C~ 
NATIONAL 
BANK BANK 
Training in Annapolis 
Larry Kristoff, SIU Wrestler, 
Earns Olym.pic Squad Berth ') 
Larry Kristoff, an SIU polis, Md., for the 1964 t ,; 
senior and the star pf Coach Olympic Games. to' 
Jim Wilkinson's wrestling .he 236-pound athletewona " 
squad, is training in Anna- place on the U.S. Olympic " 
freestyle wrestling team by ~ ," j 
pinning fellow Illinoisan Bob ... l ' 
Pickens of Evai1ston at the l. . 
Olympic trials held in t:-
An~a:~:!~ of Carbondale and ~~ 
a former Carbondale Com-
munity High School grid star, 
Kristoff will be making his 
first trip to the Olympics. 
He is the first of Wilkinson's 
mat men to qlliWfy for the 
U.S. team. ' 
Kristoff also won the 
Olympic heavyweight wrest-
ling trials held at the World's 
Fair before the Annapolis 
meet. ' 
These impreesive per-
formances indicate that Krist-
off has fully recovered from a 
shoulder injury that kept him 
from peak strength in the 
NCAA meet and sidelined him 
for the AAU meet earlier this 
year. 
Now Students 1'Iust Pay 
Sep1ember. 22, . .1964 
LARRY KRISTOFF 
Previously hewontheNCAA 
college division heavyweight 
title twice and last summer 
he won the Japanese national 
championship in the Tokyo 
Games, a pre-Olympic meet. 
Kristoff will train in Anna-
polis until late this month, 
when he leaves for Tokyo. 
The wrestling finals will be 
held in Tokyo Oct. 11-17 
Sports Tickets Go on Sale 
Hours Announced 
For Dove Hunting 
Hours for mourning dove 
hunting are from noon until 
sunset, Central Standard 
Time. every day of tne season. 
William T. Lodge, director 
of the m inois Denartment of 
Conser.ation announced. 
Dove hunters sometimes 
forget that Illinois is on Day-
light Time and that they must 
not begin dove hunting until 
1 p.m. Daylight Time, Lodge 
said. 
The mourning dove season 
began Sept. I, and ends at 
sunset Monday .. Nov. 9. 
McDonald's Amazing Menu 
100% Pur" Beef Hamburgers 
Tempting Cheeseburgers 
Old-Fashioned Shakes 
Crisp Golden French Fries 
Thirst-Quenching Coke 
Delightful Root Beer 
Coffee As You like It 
Futl-Flayored Orange Drink 
Refreshing Cold Milk 
Filet 0' Fish 
Murdale Shopping Center 
Saturday night's football en-
counter with Louisville will 
usher in a new eza for SIU 
sports. 
For the first time in the 
history of the SIU athletiC 
program, students will have 
to pay to see Saluki sporting 
events. 
Previously students sup-
ported the atl)leti<. program 
through an activity fee only. 
Beginning this fall, studems 
interested in viewing sports 
events will be required [0 
purchase an activity passbook 
or single-game tickets. 
Students will be given the 
opportunity of saving up to 
66 per cent by purchasing a 
S6 season pass, according to 
Mrs. Neoma M. Kinney, ath-
letic ticket manager. 
Ticket bo('ks for fall ath-
letic events are on sale at 
Textbook Service in Morris 
Library. the University Cen-
ter and the Arena, and may be 
purchased at a cost of $3. 
The book~ will be sold at 
the Arena from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. through Friday. until 8 
p.m. Wednesday and until noon 
Saturday. 
They may also be purchased 
at the University Center from 
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday 
through Wednesday. from 9 
a.m. to 4 p.m. Thursday and 
Friday. and from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. Saturday. 
Textbook Service will have 
the books on sale from 8 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. Wednesday and 
Thursday. 
Students wishing to pur-
chase the activity books--
officially c a 11 e d Student 
Athletic Event Admission 
Tickets--will be required to 
present their fee statements 
or fall activity cards. 
The fall passbook will en-
titIe its owner to attend six 
Saluki home football games, 
four fall basketball games, 
two wrestling matches ap.d two 
gymnastics meets. 
Winter quarter activity 
books for all remaining bas-
ketball. gymnastics and 
wrestling contests will sell 
throughout the fall quarter. 
for $3.50. or can be purchased 
along with the fall quarter 
book at a combined cost of 
$6. Individual books for win-
WHAT A 
COMBINATIONI 
CLASSIC IVY STYUNG 
PLUS BRASH SUMNESS. 
SABP.E SLACKS 
BY OSHKOSH SPOfITSWEAR. 
• WANT BELT LOOPS? 
SABRE HAS ·EII. 
WANT 'EM SUM? 
SABRE IS SUMNESS. 
JIIII), TftEY'RE 
GUARANTEED BY 
OSHKOSH SPORTSWEAR. 
TftE PRICE'-
FROM 14.95. 
ter quarter only will be sold 
throughout the fall quarter. 
Passes contained in the ac-
tivity book can be exchanged 
for a ticket the day before a 
football game. 
Tickets for Saturday's en-
counter with Louisville will 
be on sale at the University 
Center from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Friday and from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m. Saturday. 
Studems who wish to attend 
foolball games this fall, but 
do not want to buy a season's 
activity book, may purchase 
indiVidual tickets for 75 cents 
during the week before the 
game. 
However, a student failing 
to purchase an individual 
ticket before 5 p.m. the day 
of the game will be required 
to pay the regular admiSSion 
price, $2.25. 
The 'Passes and individual 
tickets are available only to 
students who have paid their 
activity fees. Otherwise, the 
$2.25 reguiar admission price 
must be paid at each football 
game. 
Football tickets, both sea-
son and single game, are good 
only for admittance to student 
seats in the east stands in 
McAndrew Stadium. All seats 
are unreserved. 
Bill Brown. assistant di-
rector of athletics. said that 
"The funds derived from the 
sale of student tickets will 
be used to bring better Saluki 
opponents to Carbondale and 
to bolster Southern's athletiC 
fund:' 
There will be no admission 
charged for next spring's 
baseball games or golf 
matches. 
Shop with 
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For",er Stars Gone 
SIU Gymnasts Face 
Stiff Fight for Crown 
How secure is stU's NCAA 
gymnastic crown? Can the 
Salukis repeat their champ-
ionship performance again 
this year with Slar performer. 
Rusty Mitchell. missing from 
the lineup? 
Cn3ch Bill Meade acknowl-
edges that the prospects of 
finding a .replacement for 
Mitchell ue not "bright." 
Mitchell, after all, amassed 
166 points last season as the 
team's leading scorer. The 
nearest point getter, Bill 
Wolfe, scored 148 points dur-
ing the season. 
In addition, Mitchell went 
unbeaten in dual meets in free 
exercise and rumbling events 
last season. He won the NCAA 
tumbling crown and led the 
Salukis to their first national 
title. Of the 84 1/2 points 
SIU scored in the champion-
ship meet, 41 were made by 
Mitchell. 
Other performers missing 
from Meade's all-star lineup 
this year will be Chuck 
Ehrlich, Tom Geocaris and 
Henry Schafermeyer. Ehrlich 
scored 24 points, and Geocaris 
21 on the stilJ rings last 
season. Schafermeyer ac-
cumulated 18 points on the 
side horse. 
These losses will hutt but 
Meade still has lettermen Bill 
Wolfe, Steve Pasternak, Bill 
Hladik and Tom Cook 
returning • 
.. Although we won't have an 
individual star like another 
Rusty Mitchell, we have 
several newcomers to bolster 
some of (.Jur events," Meade 
said. 
These newcomers are soph-
omores Fick Tucker, all-
around man from Covington, 
La., who is at his best on 
the high bars; Larry Lindauer 
from Los Angeles, whose best 
events are free exercise and 
parallel bars; Mike Boegler. 
a (ransfer students from FUnt. 
Mich.. Junior College, woose 
specialty is the side horse; 
Brent Williams from Miami. 
whose specialties are the 
trampoline and free exercise; 
and Bob Dvorak from West-
chester, III., whose specialty 
is the trampoline. 
"With newcomers like Wil-
liams and Dvorak on the team, 
we should have a strong 
trampoline entry," sa i d 
Meade. SouEhern didn't com-
pete in the trampoline event 
last year. 
A product of Penn State, 
where he was a standout 
tumbler, Meade wiII begin his 
16th year of coaching. He 
taught at the University of 
North Carolina for seven 
years before coming here in 
the fall of 1956. 
His 1957 and 1958 teams did 
not place in either olthe NCAA 
championship meets but in 
1959 Meade led his upcoming 
SIU squad to a seventh-place 
finish and duplicated the per-
formance the following year. 
In 1961 the Saluki gymnasts 
moved up to second place as 
sophomore sensation Fred 
Or10fsky earned 29 points in 
a near upset win over heavily 
favored Penn State. 
With Orlofsky, Mitchell, 
Fred Tijerina and Bruno Klaus 
anchoring the team, Southern 
maintained its runner - up 
position for the next two 
years, finishing behind South-
ern California in 1962 and 
Michigan in 1963. 
However, 1964 was South-
ern's year. The Saiuki gym-
nasts won their first NCAA 
sports championships in the 
finals held at Los Angeles 
State College. 
The top five team's scoring: 
SIU--84 1/2 points. 
Southern califoI:lia--69 1/2 
points. 
Michigan--65 points. 
Penn State and Wast,ington-
30 points. 
This year Meade and 
his gymnasts have the difficult 
task of defending its champ-
ionship. But one thing in the 
team's favor is that it will 
be defending its championship 
on its own floor :1'1 the 1965 
NCAA championships will be 
held in the new SIU Arena. 
Professional-Type Saluki Offense Machine 
To Mix Sharp Passing, Speed, Agile Line 
(Continued from Page 19) 
forward wall for the Saluki 
backs is a strong ::.nd agile 
line, made up of a host of re-
turning veterans and a few new 
prospects. 
Heading a list of eight 
guards--six of whom arc re-
turning lettermen--are 1963 
standouts Vic Pantaleo and 
Mitchell Krawczyk. 
Pantaleo, moved to the 
guard spot this spring, was a 
star lineman at Chicago's 
Weber High School and per-
formed well as a rookie tackle 
last season. According to the 
football staff, the big 6-1, 225 
lineman has the potential to 
develop into one of Southern's 
top linemen this season. 
Krawczyk, Cleveland, OhiO, 
also was a standout performer 
last season, and the 5-10, 
222-pound junior is expected 
to anchor the offensive line 
this fall. 
Other candidates for the 
starting guard posltlons 
include lettermen Paul Della 
Vecchia and Yale Corcoran 
and sophomores Lewis Hines 
and Larry Wolfe. 
Rounding out the Salukis' 
interior line is a pack of burly 
tackles headed by newcomer 
Isaac Brigham, former tight-
end Bill Lepsi, Jim Westoff 
and Bob Dodd. 
Brigham, a 6-3,221-pound 
freshman and former army 
football standout, is con-
sid~red to be the top varsity 
player added to this year's 
team. A first-string t~ckle 
on Ft. Campbell's football 
team for the past three years, 
Brigham was discharged in 
time forksprinC; drillE here 
;,r.d showed Hne form :lnd a 
}:J( of \'CfC"::' :!:1 poiSE: ::t h~s 
"i.~.·l_.t ~ ~'~'kl ~.(.~.i~!f\~·I. 
Expected to start at the left 
tackle spot is former end Bill 
Lepsi. Lepsi, a hefty 6-2, 
240-pound ball player from 
Chicago, was shifted from his 
end spot to bolster Southern's 
thin tackle corps. An aggres-
sive player, Lepsi has pleased 
Saluki followers for the past 
three seasons. 
Westoff, a product of St. 
Louis's Mercy High School. 
is a 6-2, 215-pound tackle 
who missed the entire 1963 
season with a knee injury. 
The preseason injury oc-
curred just as the SIU junior 
was hitting his peak and 
bidding for a starting line as-
Signment. But medical reports 
and his play In spring drills 
indicate that Westoff once 
again is sound and ready to 
battle for a statting tackle job. 
Bob Dodd, Virden, is a 
junior who saw little action in 
his first season with the var-
sity last year. The 6-0,210-
pounder performed well in 
Rpring drills and mustbecon-
sidered a serious candidate 
for a starting assignment. 
The center spot on South-
ern's forward wall is well 
fortified, with four Salukis 
competing for a statting berth. 
The four are veteran letter-
men Gene Miller and Ben Hill 
and rookies Gary Olson and 
Bob Toberman. 
Miller. Benton, and Hill. 
Owaneco, shared the statting 
center task last season and 
are being counted on to form 
the nucleus of his year's Sa-
luki center corps. 
WELCOME TO SIU 
rd La .. 1'0 He- Thl'rr 
NOT to rush you 
off, but we have a 
secret you should 
know about. 
YOU can spend one 
week at 
DAYTONA 
r~~.~t~~ $49 
eaU '" Alday for details! 
B & A TRAVEL SERVICE 
7i5A S. Uoi· .. < .. i,y 549 _ 1863 
Bowling Reservations Accepted 
For Faculty, Student Leagues 
The University Center 
Bowling Lanes is now ac-
cepting reservations for fac-
ulty, staff and student leagues. 
Henry Villani, manager of 
the University Center alleys, 
. said there are openings for 
teams and indiViduals. 
The tentative schedule calls 
for the men's faculty-staff 
league to meet on Mondays 
at 6;30 and 9 p.m. The sched-
ule for the women's faculty-
staff league will be deter-
mined at an Oct. I organiz-
ational meeting. 
The men's student league 
wiIl compete Monday through 
Thursday at 6 p.m. and the 
girls' student league will meet 
Thursdays at 6 p.m. An all-
Greek league will meet Sun-
days at 1 p.m. 
The student leagues will be 
divided into tWO sections with 
the winners of the sections 
meeting to determine the 
overall winner. Also, there 
will be position rounds to 
determine third and fourth 
place. 
All matches will consist 
of three games and will op-
erate on an 80 per cent of 
190 handicap. The four-point 
system will be used in which 
a point is given for each 
game won plus a point for 
high series. 
The cost of patticipating 
in the league is $1.05 per 
night. 
All Wool 
Slacks 
Special Group 
Reg. $8.95 to $17.95 
1/2 Price 
Other slacks $2.00 each 
Men an" Boy'. WHr 
300 
AnRACTIVE FRAMES 
MAKE AN ATTRACTIVE 
YOU! 
Don't lake a chance 
on your sigh I for 
vanity'8 8ake. We 
offer complete 
gla88e8, lenses and a 
selection of hundreds 
of late8t 8tyle frame8 
We al.o replace at only $9.50 len.e. while you wait! 
CONRAD OPTICAL 
Across from Varsity Theatn 
Corner 16th and Monl'Oe~Herrin 
Rent an electric or 
late model manual 
TYPEWRITER 
250 STANDARD ELECTRIC 
OFFICE TYPEWRITER 
BRUNNER OFFICE SUPPLY . CO\[P.\NY 
P"on.457.2166 Co;C .• .- '.-' 
DAILY EGYPTIAN Sept_b., 22, 1964 
outfiern Players 
1964-1965 Playbill 
Sandy JFilson's -------., 
THE BOYFRIEND 
Oct.30-Nov. 7 
"'--------Musical Comedy 
. Clifford Haislip's-------.. 
GOD and the HA WTHICKET 
Nov. 20-22 & Dec. 1-5 
'--------World Premiere 
Wil~iNGha;EARre" I I KII Feb. 26.March 5 L~----Greatest Drama 
illax Frisch's -------...-. 
THE FIREBUGS 
_4pril 23-May 1 
L....-______ Sardonic Play 
Euripides'--------... 
TROJAN WOMEN 
May 21·29 
L....-------Classic Tragedy 
Buy Now 
save almost one-half 
Season Coupon Book 
$3.50 
Single Admission 
$1.25 
Curtain At 8 
All Seats Reserved 
Call or Write: 
Southern Playhouse 
